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Università degli Studi di Milano
Cortile del 700
Exhibition Casetta del Viandante
Curator Marco Ferreri
Cortile della Farmacia
Stefano Boeri Architetti
with Filiera del Legno FVG
and Consorzio Innova FVG
Cortile d’Onore
MAD Architects
with Ferrarelle and P.A.T.I.
Massimo Iosa Ghini
with Ceramiche Cerdisa
Sergei Tchoban,
Sergey Kuznetsov
and Agniya Sterligova
with Gruppo Velko
Lissoni Associati with Audi
Paristotto+Formenton
Architetti with Italcom
and Laboratorio Morseletto
Chen Xiangjing with Jing Yi Zhi
International Furniture Supply
Paolo Belardi - ABA
with Regione Umbria
Carlo Ratti Associati
Luminous installation Leucos
Hall Aula Magna
Patricia Urquiola with Cleaf
Exhibition L'art de la
photographie with Alidem
Portale Nord, Scalone d’Onore
Naoyuki Shirakawa
and Noriko Tsuiki with Kokura
Stripes Japan Association
Loggiato Ovest
Exhibition X.1: The Story
of a Family Passion, illy
Curator Carlo Bach
Portico Richini
Sebastian Cox and
Laura Ellen Bacon with AHEC
Exhibition Ron Tom Tom:
Ron Arad+Tom Vack
with Moroso
Curators Tom Vack, Ester Pirotta
Portico S. Nazaro
Exhibition Be Brazilian, Brazil S/A
Curator José Roberto Moreira
Do Valle
Press Office
Mac Stopa with Nmc, Milliken
Audi City Lab at Torre Velasca
Lissoni Associati with Audi
Ingo Maurer with Axel Schmid
and CastagnaRavelli with Audi
Orto Botanico di Brera
MyEquilibria, The Wellness Park
with Metalco Active
design Vito di Bari
Outdoor Decor Ethimo

For the FuoriSalone 2016 and the 21st Milan Triennale, INTERNI presents the
Exhibition-Event INTERNI OPEN BORDERS, in Milan from 11 to 23 April 2016.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Now at its 19th edition in 2016, the Exhibition-Event of INTERNI takes place at
three key locations in the city: Università degli Studi di Milano (formerly Ca’
Granda, 14th century), the Orto Botanico di Brera (18th century) and – for the first
time – Torre Velasca (1958), the headquarters of Audi City Lab, which presents
Untaggable Future, a workshop of ideas that brings together trendsetters and
expert on four ‘untaggable’ themes (People, Cities, Energies, Lights).
INTERNI OPEN BORDERS gathers a series of interactive installations, macroobjects, micro-constructions and exhibitions that explore ways of getting beyond
disciplinary borders: the subject is addressed as an expansion of design vision
to new synergies, to contaminations with different fields of research, such as
cinema, art, photography; and as the application of architecture and design to
evolving sectors like the digital, technology, research on sustainability.
Besides the protagonists from Italy, INTERNI has called on designers of
international stature from various backgrounds – Japan, China, Brazil, Russia,
Great Britain, Poland – with different types of training and experience, with the
aim of forming a mosaic of styles and visions, and to compare, also on a territorial
level, the various characteristics and interpretations of design.
INTERNI collaborates with leading companies in the field of innovation and
research to produce the event, as well as companies that represent successful
brands on an international level and small niche producers, alongside public
institutions that support business initiatives and creativity. With them, the
magazine has activated synergies expressed in the production of original
products and in the presentation of a cultural vision that will significantly set the
tone for the week of the FuoriSalone.
The exhibition Casetta del Viandante (The Home of the Wayfarer) curated by
Marco Ferreri – one of the installations of INTERNI OPEN BORDERS – has been
selected as an official exhibition of the 21st Milan Triennale ‘21st Century.
Design After Design’. Università Statale becomes one of the official sites of the
21st Milan Triennale.
Casetta del Viandante will remain open to the public until 12 September.
Press conference INTERNI OPEN BORDERS: Monday 11 April, 14.30
c/o Aula Magna, Università degli Studi di Milano
Concert: Tuesday 12 April, 21.00
c/o Cortile d’Onore, Università degli Studi di Milano
Hours:
- Università degli Studi di Milano:
from 11 to 17 April, 10.00 – 24.00; 18 to 23 April, 10.00 – 22.00
- Audi City Lab at Torre Velasca: from 11 to 17 April, 10.00 – 20.00
- Orto Botanico di Brera:
from 11 to 17 April, 10.00 – 23.00; 18 to 23 April, 10.00 – 22.00
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AUDI
Audi, the premium brand in Volkswagen Group, expresses much of its long
history since 1909 in the four rings that form its logo, one each for Horch,
Wanderer, DKW and Audi, the four car-makers that established Auto Union AG in
1932. Then, in 1949, the company became Auto Union GmbH, the precursor of Audi
as we know it today, representing a fundamental stage in the development of the
German marque, on a par with its acquisition by Volkswagen in the period 1964 to
1966.
Over the decades, Audi has progressively asserted itself as a car manufacturer
with a special focus on technology. Striking examples of technical innovation are
the all-wheel drive which has been a standard feature of Audi cars since the early
1980s, the modern TDI turbo-diesel engines introduced in the 1990s and Audi
Space Frame construction technology for aluminium car bodies and, in the latest
years, new advanced technologies such LED and Laser lighting systems.
The technological achievements embodied in the brand motto “Vorsprung durch
Technik“, and constant evolution towards the premium identity now embodied
by the brand, are reflected in success both on the race track - 13 wins at the Le
Mans 24 Hours, the most recent last year with the new generation of the R18 e-tron
quattro, a revolutionary race car that combines diesel engine, hybrid system and
four wheel drive - and on international markets.
Today Audi is a global car manufacturer. In 2015 Audi sold around 1,800,000
cars worldwide. In Italy, the Brand with the four rings sold 54,816 cars last year,
maintaining the leadership in the premium segment with the market share of 3.5%
and an increase in volumes of 9.7% compared with 2014.
The presence of Audi at Fuorisalone of Milan underlines the aim of the Brand:
to be ‘Vorsprung’, cutting-edge in every single aspect of design and to be main
character of an event in which art, culture and technology are mixed in a
unique situation.
The activities of Fuorisalone, indeed, give the chance to Audi of showing to the
public, from a completely different point of view, the innovative materials and the
future shapes that will be shown in the next cars of the Brand of the four rings.
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above Audi h-tron quattro concept revealed at Detroit in January
below the new Audi Q2 presented at the Geneva International Motor Show last March
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PANASONIC
Panasonic Corporation is a worldwide leader in the development of diverse
electronics technologies and solutions for customers in the consumer
electronics, housing, automotive, enterprise solutions and device industries.
Since its founding in 1918, the company has expanded globally and now operates
468 subsidiaries and 94 associated companies worldwide, recording consolidated
net sales of 7.715 trillion yen for the year ended March 31, 2015. Committed to
pursuing new value through innovation across divisional lines, the company uses
its technologies to create a better life and a better world for its customers.
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above KŪKAN - The Invention of Space, Panasonic installation for the
FuoriSalone 2016
below Panasonic professional audio/video technology
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INTERNI, THE SECOND 60 YEARS
INTERNI, The Magazine of Interiors and Contemporary Design, completed its first
60 years in 2014, a period in which it has shared in the fantastic and adventurous
story of Italian furniture and decor. The magazine has closely monitored the growth
of design, brought about by the intuitions and efforts of brilliant men and women of
culture, architects, designers and entrepreneurs of great insight and courage.
In these six very special decades INTERNI has grown with design, as it spread
and invaded all aspects of everyday life; the magazine has made an increasing
commitment to the communication of design culture on an international level,
promoting original creative alliances between designers, businesses, exponents of
culture and sector professionals in the widest sense of the term.
INTERNI 660,
April 2016

The monthly has developed over the years, under the direction of Gilda Bojardi,
into a system of parallel publications, transforming the magazine from an elite
media instrument to a mass-media player.
INTERNI continues to be an intense, up-to-date observatory, reporting and
forecasting trends in the fields of design and architecture. In the first half of the
1990s the magazine became part of the Periodicals of AME Arnoldo Mondadori
Editore, Italy’s leading publishing house. In April 2015 INTERNI introduced a new,
updated editorial formula, with new graphic design, and a structure enhanced
by columns and in-depth features, especially in the sections on design.
The activities of INTERNI also include the creation of the concepts and
coordination of events and exhibitions, organized in the perspective of
encouraging contact between those who design and those who produce. The
themes of experimentation and temporary installations, in an effort to extend
design culture to a wider audience, are the driving force behind the events
organized since the end of the 1990s during the FuoriSalone in Milan. This worldfamous urban happening that brings the city alive in the week of the Salone del
Mobile began precisely through the initiative of INTERNI, in 1990; today the
magazine coordinates the communications for about 500 events.
After the launch of versions of INTERNI in Russia (2011), Thailand (2014) and China
(2015), expansions of the international editions are now being programmed.
INTERNI RUSSIA
since September 2011

INTERNI THAILAND
since October 2014

INTERNI CHINA
since January 2015
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Milan and the FuoriSalone
The equation Design=Milan can help us to understand the phenomenon of the
FuoriSalone, an event that began thanks to an initiative of Interni in 1990, when the
September appointment with the Salone del Mobile was shifted to April and expanded,
in terms of cultural interest and experimentation, beyond the boundaries of the fairmarket, bringing design into the city in a festive, pervasive way. When you talk
about design in Italy, by one road or another you always end up in Milan.
This is why the FuoriSalone has developed on fertile ground in the city, in an
almost unstoppable way, occupying entire zones that for one week become
exhibition districts of great appeal for the whole world of design and its denizens.
With the passing of the years, the FuoriSalone has had an impact on the shape of
Milan, reinventing and updating several neighborhoods in a permanent way.
Design Week in April, on an international level, represents a unique happening that
apart from specific interest in design issues is perceived as a spectacular, popular
crossover. In this action that extends throughout the city, the FuoriSalone
occupies every possible space, from showrooms to institutional spaces,
museums to art galleries, all welcoming installations, objects, experimental
furnishings; from found spaces (garages, warehouses, abandoned factories) to
monumental sites occupied by temporary displays that become atypical, offering
the public the unusual presence of contemporary research. The city seems to
expand: from the first and second rings of the canals, the heart of design beats
in new districts, like Zona Tortona and Zona Ventura, each with its own different
characteristics.
The most profound content of the FuoriSalone lies in the fact that it proposes
cultural-spectacular and market consumption – translated into performances,
installations, exhibitions and experimental expressions – in an utterly
spontaneous way, also becoming part of a process of indirect education on a
didactic-design level.
If we take stock of the latest FuoriSalone episodes, we can see this event in its
historical context, as a choral effort in which INTERNI is one of the absolute
protagonists; the FuoriSalone is complementary to the historic Salone del Mobile,
not its antagonist, and takes the whole city as a place for the spread of a culture
that makes design a factor of reflection, growth and interaction.
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INSTALLATIONS Università degli Studi di Milano
Cortile del 700
exhibition Casetta del Viandante
XXI Triennale Internazionale di Milano 21st Century. Design After Design
curator MARCO FERRERI
projects by: Michele De Lucchi, Marco Ferreri,
Stefano Giovannoni, Denis Santachiara
produced by Cacciati Costruzioni Restauri
Lighting design and fixtures Artemide
Cortile della Farmacia
Radura
project Stefano Boeri Architetti
produced by REGIONE FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA, FILIERA DEL LEGNO FVG and
CONSORZIO INNOVA FVG
Cortile d’Onore
Invisible Border
project MAD ARCHITECTS produced by FERRARELLE with P.A.t.i.
In/Out
project MASSIMO IOSA GHINI produced by CERAMICHE CERDISA
Towers
project SERGEI Tchoban, Sergey Kuznetsov and Agniya Sterligova
produced by Velko GROUP
La stanza del vuoto
project Parisotto+Formenton Architetti
produced by ITALCOM, LABORATORIO MORSELETTO
Metaphor
project Chen Xiangjing
produced by Jing Yi Zhi International Furniture Supply
Scorched or blackened
project Paolo Belardi - ABA Accademia di Belle Arti Pietro Vannucci
di Perugia
promoted by REGIONE UMBRIA
Pick Your Climate
project Carlo Ratti associati and Transsolar
The Great JJ
produced by LEUCOS luminous installation
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Hall dell’Aula Magna
Empathic Fuukei
project PATRICIA urquiola
produced by cleaf
exhibition L'art de la photographie
produced by ALIDEM
PortalE NORD e Scalone d’Onore
Parabolic Stripes
project Naoyuki Shirakawa e Noriko Tsuiki
produced by KOKURA STRIPES JAPAN ASSOCIATION
Loggiato Ovest
exhibition X.1: the Story of a Family Passion
curator CARLO BACH
produced by ILLY
Portico Richini
Along the Lines of Happiness
project Laura Ellen Bacon e Sebastian Cox
produced by AHEC - AMERICAN HARDWOOD EXPORT COUNCIL
exhibition Ron Tom Tom: Ron Arad + Tom Vack
curators Tom Vack e Ester Pirotta
produced by MOROSO
Portico San Nazaro
exhibition Be Brazilian
curator José Roberto Moreira do Valle
produced by Brazil S/A
Press Office
Design without Borders
project Mac Stopa
produced by NMC, MILLIKEN
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Conferenze/Conferences

Press Office
Mac Stopa

Naoyuki
Shirakawa,
Noriko Tsuiki

Exhibition
L’Art de la Photographie

Aula
Magna

Cortile del 700
Exhibition
Casetta del
Viandante

Chen Xiangjing

Paolo Belardi

via Francesco Sforza

Massimo Iosa Ghini
R101

\C5;70
\C5;210

\C5;90
\C5;210

Carlo Ratti
Associati

Cortile
d’Onore
MAD
Architects

Sergei Tchoban,
Sergey Kuznetsov
and Agniya Sterligova

MAD Architects
\C104;50
\C104;75

Light installation The great JJ

Exhibition X1: The story of a family passion

\C5;70 \C5;70
\C5;210 \C5;210
\C5;70
\C5;210

via Festa del Perdono, 7

Lissoni
Associati

Paristotto+Formenton Architetti

Lorenzo
Marini

Felice Limosani
Sebastian Cox
and Laura
Ellen Bacon
Auletta di Rappresentanza
Senato Accademico

Portico largo Richini

Università degli Studi di Milano
Cortile del 700
Exhibition Casetta del Viandante
Curator Marco Ferreri
Cortile della Farmacia
Stefano Boeri Architetti
with Filiera del Legno FVG
and Consorzio Innova FVG
Cortile d’Onore
MAD Architects
with Ferrarelle and P.A.T.I.
Massimo Iosa Ghini
with Ceramiche Cerdisa
Sergei Tchoban,
Sergey Kuznetsov
and Agniya Sterligova
with Gruppo Velko
Lissoni Associati with Audi
Paristotto+Formenton
Architetti with Italcom
and Laboratorio Morseletto
Chen Xiangjing with Jing Yi Zhi
International Furniture Supply
Paolo Belardi - ABA
with Regione Umbria
Carlo Ratti Associati
Luminous installation Leucos
Hall Aula Magna
Patricia Urquiola with Cleaf
Exhibition L'art de la
photographie with Alidem
Portale Nord, Scalone d’Onore
Naoyuki Shirakawa
and Noriko Tsuiki with Kokura
Stripes Japan Association
Loggiato Ovest
Exhibition X.1: The Story
of a Family Passion, illy
Curator Carlo Bach
Portico Richini
Sebastian Cox and
Laura Ellen Bacon with AHEC
Exhibition Ron Tom Tom:
Ron Arad+Tom Vack
with Moroso
Curators Tom Vack, Ester Pirotta
Portico S. Nazaro
Exhibition Be Brazilian, Brazil S/A
Curator José Roberto Moreira
Do Valle
Press Office
Mac Stopa with Nmc, Milliken
Audi City Lab at Torre Velasca
Lissoni Associati with Audi
Ingo Maurer with Axel Schmid
and CastagnaRavelli with Audi
Orto Botanico di Brera
MyEquilibria, The Wellness Park
with Metalco Active
design Vito di Bari
Outdoor Decor Ethimo

Patricia
Urquiola

Cortile Farmacia

Stefano Boeri
Architetti

Cortile Ghiacciaia

Cortile Bagni

Cortile Legnaia

Exhibition
Ron Tom Tom

Ron Arad + Tom Vack
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Cortile del 700
exhibition
Casetta del Viandante
curated by
MARCO FERRERI
projects by
MARCO FERRERI,
michele
de lucchi,
Stefano
giovannoni,
denis santachiara
with Cacciati
Costruzioni Restauri
and with Arex,
Esa Progetti,
DeMarinis, D'Officina,
Pertinger, SID.
Lighting design
and fixtures
Artemide

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Once upon a time in Italy two thirds of the roads were mule trails and paths, which
often took form for purposes of trade, but were also used by pilgrims to reach holy
places. In recent years the practice of hiking has been vigorously revived: we walk to
stay in shape, to rediscover slowness, to get closer to nature and the landscape.
Starting with these considerations, the architect and designer Marco Ferreri has
interpreted the theme Open Borders in the perspective of a renewed contact with
nature, creating the exhibition Casetta del Viandante (The House of the Wayfarer)
to propose a model of a distributed hotel with low environmental impact for
contemporary pilgrims.
The show features four autonomous habitat modules of about 9 m2, mostly made of
wood. Each one contains two beds, a table and two folding chairs, a kitchen and a
bathroom. Every module is independent in terms of energy thanks to solar panels,
micro-windmills and storage of water, thermal and electrical energy. The four models
have been decorated and personalized by four architects, using their own creations:
Marco Ferreri, Michele De Lucchi, Denis Santachiara and Stefano Giovannoni.
Casetta del Viandante has been designated as an official exhibition of the 21st Milan
Triennale ‘21st Century. Design After Design’.
Co-Producers

internimagazine.it
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MARCO FERRERI

Ph. Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx

Architect and designer, he was born on 26th February
1958 in Imperia. His projects are now part of the
most important design collections: the “Permanent
Design Collection” of the Museum of Modern Art
of New York, the permanent design collection of the
Israel Museum of Jerusalem, the Collection of the
Contemporary Art National Fund of Paris and private
collections.
His works have been exhibited at the 9th Venice
Biennale of Architecture and the 1st International
Biennale of Architecture in Beijing, China. In 2010
the Triennale of Milan held a solo show of his work
entitled Marco Ferreri_progettarepensieri.
He teaches university courses in Italy and abroad.

The House of the Wayfarer

“The sheet metal roof of the cabin gathers rainwater in a gutter that feeds
a cistern. The quantity stored is sufficient for two people to take a shower. In
the winter the water is heated by a wood-burning stove on which it is also
possible to cook, while in the summer
warmth is provided by a small solar panel.
A photovoltaic panel feeds a low-tension
battery to power three LED lamps and
recharge mobile phones”: this is how Marco
Ferreri describes his cabin, in which he has
placed a small Livorno bookcase by Danese,
“because reading also makes us proceed
through infinite thoughts,” two Muccala
stools by Billiani and fireplace gear in
wrought iron from A Ferro e Fuoco.
Furnishings by:
Billiani, Danese, Magis, A Ferro e Fuoco

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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MICHELE DE LUCCHI
Architect and designer (Ferrara, 1951), he was one
of the leading figures of the Memphis movement. He
has designed lamps and furnishings for the leading
Italian and European companies, and has designed
and refurbished buildings all over the world. He has
designed installation for design and art exhibitions,
designed buildings and organized exhibitions for the
Triennale of Milan, Palazzo delle Esposizioni in Rome,
Neues Museum of Berlin and the recent 2015 Expo in
Milan. He has won many international awards including
the Compasso d’Oro ADI in 1989 for the lamp Tolomeo
by Artemide.
Ph. Giovanni
Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx
Gastel

Il viandante sei tu?

“Wayfarers, as we know, walk and then walk some more. They
have lots of strength, will power and a spirit of sacrifice, but now
and then they also get tired. Marco has done well, designing this
house to place along the pathways of pilgrims… A small cabin is
just right, it’s better, because it is more intimate, you can stay
close, embracing during slumber, and fall in love, perhaps… The
light should be low, allowing you to see without glare, to aim
where needed. So I have put a Tolomeo on the wall, so as not to
use any of the available floor space… on the table there is also a
small vase, for one flower, or a blade of grass… in the morning,
after a night of love, it’s time for hot coffee, so on the woodburning stove I’ve placed a Pulcina coffeemaker. Wayfarers, as
they walk, usually think a lot, and every so often they get good
ideas that need to be jotted down. So they always have a pen,
and a piece of paper or a notebook in their pocket. So the interior
walls have been covered with sheets of paper, attached with
tacks, with writings and drawings the wanderers leave here as
messages to inspire and stimulate other visitors.”
Michele De Lucchi
Furnishings by:
Alessi with illy, Produzione Privata, Artemide
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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STEFANO GIOVANNONI
Born in La Spezia, he lives and works in Milan.
With a degree in Architecture in Florence, he focuses
above all on the design of objects for the home and
the kitchen.
He has worked for companies such as Alessi, Amore
Pacific, Cedderoth, Deborah, Fiat, Hannstar, Hansemm,
Helit, Henkel, Honeywell, Kokuyo, Inda, Laufen,
Lavazza, LG Hausys, Magis, Mikakuto, Ntt Docomo,
Oras, Oregon Scientific, Pepsico, Pulsar, Samsung,
Seiko, Siemens, Sodastream, 3M, Telecom, Toto,
Veneta Cucine, etc.
He has designed very successful, bestselling products
that have beaten sales records in the design world
like the Girotondo (over 10 million pieces sold) and the
Ph. Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx
Mami families, the famous plastic items of the “FFF”
series for Alessi, the Alessi-one bathroom, the Bombo range for Magis. Thanks to
his ability in understanding and satisfying the taste of the general public, he has
been described as the “Champion of Superiority and Popularity of the 21st century”
(A. Alessi), the “Most bankable designer” (E. Perazza) and the “King Midas of
design” (C. Morozzi).

RABBIT HOUSE

The Rabbit Chair, a seat in the form of a rabbit, is the latest creation of Stefano
Giovannoni, and the protagonist of the decor the designer has invented for his
House of the Wayfarer. Besides being a functional object, the Rabbit Chair is a
tool of communication, in tune with the
theme of the exhibition. The seats are placed
inside the house to welcome the wayfarer,
communicating a sense of reassuring
domesticity. The interiors and seats use the
same color, white, to evoke an atmosphere
of peace and quiet, for a place where
wanderers can find well-earned rest.
Furnishings by:
Qeeboo

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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DENIS SANTACHIARA

Ph. Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx

Born in Campagnola (Reggio Emilia) in 1950 and selfeducated, he started working as a designer in 1980,
by creating works between art and design. In 1984
he developed and set up the La Neomerce exhibition
that was held at the Triennale of Milan and at the
Centre Pompidou in Paris. In 1999 he received the
Good Design Award from the Chicago Athenaeum
Museum of Architecture and Design. He has been
working with Italian and foreign companies to design
and do research on new products. In 2014 he created
Cyrcus.it, where creators’ design is promoted in digital
fabrication. His objects are exhibited in many museums
including: the MoMA of New York, the Musée des
Arts Décoratifs in Paris and the National Museum of
Modern Art in Tokyo.

THE LITTLE WANDERER

In his interpretation of the House of the Wayfarer Denis Santachiara was inspired
by the narrative work Il piccolo viandante (1930) by Tomaso Monicelli.
His house, in fact, contains a second house for a little wanderer: when an
emergency bed named Ca-Mia, produced by
Campeggi, is inflated, it takes the form of
a volume in light fabric that has the same
iconic form as the cabin.
Besides the temporary house of the little
wayfarer, Santachiara has inserted some
useful and entertaining objects, including
a fruit tray, a citrus squeezer and colored
stools by Cyrcus.it. “Some are puzzles,
others are amusing because they have to be
assembled, others still link back to romantic
thoughts,” the designer says, “little games
to pass the time, waiting for an imminent
snowstorm.”
Objects and furnishings by:
Campeggi, Cyrcus.it

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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CACCIATI COSTRUZIONI RESTAURI

Since 1955 it has been working both in Italy and internationally in the building,
restoration and finishing industries. It can count on several decades of
experience working both in the public and private sectors.
This company has great abilities in coordinating the design and implementation
phases of a project and works in perfect harmony with its customers. These
features are enhanced by its constant search for the best solutions to offer
in any specific situation. Its ability to look to the future and innovation has
brought the company to create a new Sustainable Building department in 2009
where innovation and research have produced a new exclusive offering in the
building sector by bringing to market a new product characterized by a high
technological content, anti-seismic properties, low environmental impact and
reduced energy consumption..

ARTEMIDE

A leading company in high-end residential and professional lighting products, it
has always been a synonym of innovation and all-Italian style, with products
which are considered icons of contemporary design. Founded in 1960 by Ernesto
Gismondi, the company is based in Pregnana Milanese and can count on 24
subsidiaries, with a worldwide distribution network that includes 55 monobrand
showrooms. Artemide products are distributed in 98 countries.
With 5 production units in Italy, France, Hungary and Canada, two glass
manufacturing units and R&D facilities supported by cutting-edge prototyping
and testing laboratories, the Artemide Group currently employs 745 workers.
Starting from the 1990s, with its philosophy known as “The Human Light”,
Artemide has changed our way of thinking of light as a function of Man and
its well-being, thus creating collections that are able to express innovation,
technology and ancient knowledge in a sustainable and eco-responsible
development framework.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Cortile della Farmacia
project
Stefano Boeri
Architetti
installation
Radura
(10.5 Ø x h 6 m.)
produced by
REGIONE FRIULI
VENEZIA GIULIA,
filiera del legno fvg e
consorzio innova fvg
lights MyLed

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Radura is the idea of a public space in which to unwind, the spend time, to linger
and wait; an open space inside a larger space. But it is also an urban device to
dilute the intensity of flows and movements, offering the chance to experience
an acoustic atmosphere different from the background noise of the city. In the
central lawn of the Cortile della Farmacia and its portico composed of round arches,
the prototype of Radura creates an intimate and collective space that can host
encounters, readings, events.
The installation is a circle of 400 cylindrical wooden columns, each with a
diameter of 10 centimeters, forming the perimeter. The columns are anchored to
the ground by a circular wooden platform, 45 centimeters high, with an outer
diameter of 10.5 meters and an inner diameter of 7; inside, the platform also
functions as seating.
Radura transforms the Cortile della Farmacia into an outdoor resonating chamber,
thanks to a sound installation designed by Ferdinando Arnò; in the evening, it
becomes a luminous circle thanks to the lighting system.

Co-Producers
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STEFANO BOERI ARCHITETTI
Architect STEFANO BOERI (Milan 1956) lives and works
in Milan. His professional studio, Stefano Boeri
Architetti, has designed important buildings in
Italy and abroad such as the Vertical Forest in Milan,
winner of the International Highrise Award 2014, the
Villa Mediterranée in Marseille, the Polyvalent Centre
of Changchun, China. Together with Richard Burdett,
Jacques Herzog and William MacDonough, Boeri was a
member of the Architectural Advisory Board in charge
of developing the guidelines for Expo 2015 in Milan.
He is professor of Urban Planning at the Polytechnic
University of Milan and has taught courses as Guest
Professor in many universities, including Harvard
GSD, Strelka/Moscow, the Ecole Polytechnique de
Lausanne and the Berlage Institute. He was editor-inchief of Domus and Abitare magazines. He was art director of the International
Architecture Festival FESTARCH held in Cagliari (2007 and 2008) and Perugia (2010
and 2011). He is the founder of the research agency Multiplicity that studies how
cities evolve, observing them from different points of view. From June 2011 to March
2013 he was Councilor for Culture, Design and Fashion for the Municipality of
Milan; in 2014 he was Art Director of Estate Fiorentina (Florence Summer events)
and now he is a member of the Scientific Committee of the Uffizi Gallery.
General Coordination: Azzurra Muzzonigro
Design: Marco Giorgio, Daniele Barillari, Francesca da Pozzo
Sound design: Ferdinando Arnò for Quiet, please!

REGIONE FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA
filiera del legno fvg
Filiera del Legno FVG gathers a number of companies that can be considered
fundamental links of the wood processing and transformation chain in Friuli
Venezia Giulia, from log extraction from forests to the first and second processing
phases needed to manufacture and install products, houses, residential,
commercial, sports buildings, co-housing projects and new generation schools. The
Filiera members offer their experience to architects and companies in order to work
out simple solutions that can be implemented with state-of-the-art technological
systems. DomusGaia, Legnolandia, Fratelli De Infanti, Serrametal, Vidoni, Stolfo,
Diemme Legno are the companies that contributed to the development of this
installation.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

consorzio innova fvg
Economic public body based in Amaro (Udine), this organization is intended for the
development of the mountain territory. It manages the Technological Innovation
Centre of Amaro, where it carries out research and company incubator activities.
It promotes the transfer of technical and scientific knowledge to companies, the
culture of innovation within the territory and relations between companies,
universities and the regional public administration.
Co-Producers
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Cortile d’Onore
project
MA YANSONG
MAD Architects
installation
Invisible Border
(31 x 16 x h 14 m.)
produced by
Ferrarelle
with P.A.T.I.
lights iGuzzini Illuminazione

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Interpreting the theme proposed by Interni, MAD Architects has created
an installation made with ETFE polymer produced by P.A.T.I., on the eastern side
of the Cortile d’Onore. The installation alters the perception of the space: the
distance between the translucent surface and the facade is not constant but
dynamic, based on a controlled yet fluid design, a game of surfaces in motion.
The polymer veil also represents an artistic as well as an architectural gesture,
as it follows no functional logic or form but seems to be shaped by natural
elements like the force of the wind or the flow of water. And it is precisely the
wind, crossing it, that generates an unexpected, original sound.
The new facade thus obtained reflects the hues of the sky during the day, leaving
glimpses of the columns and loggias. In the evening it becomes a luminous
surface that brings the courtyard to live with new colors. The ETFE veil starts
from the classical lines of the loggia and concludes with a free form typical of the
contemporary era. The design takes its cue from an interpretation of the past to
react as a crystallization of the present. The installation represents a sculptural
gesture that is inserted to break the perfect balance of the Cortile d’Onore, but also
a filter through which to reinterpret the historical forms of the building.
Co-Producers
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MAD Architects
Founded in 2004 by the Chinese architect Ma Yansong
(Beijing, 1975), MAD Architects is a global architecture
studio engaged in the development of futuristic, organic
and technologically advanced projects. Through its
philosophy, expressed in the book Shanshui City (Lars
Müller Publishers, 2015) – a vision of the city of the
future based on the spiritual and emotional needs of
the residents – MAD seeks a balance between man, city
and environment. Today the studio has offices in Beijing
and Los Angeles, and is directed by Ma Yansong, Dang
Qun and Yosuke Hayano.
MAD has created urban planning projects and urban
complexes, museums, theaters, social housing,
and renewal projects for old neighborhoods and
Ma Yansong
monuments. In 2006 the studio won the competition
for the Absolute Towers of Mississauga in Canada, a residential project for two
skyscrapers, 56 and 50 stories, which in 2012 won the Best Tall Building Americas
prize of the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat. In 2014 the studio received
the commission to design the Lucas Museum of Narrative Art in Chicago. Among the
urban projects presently in progress, the Chaoyang Park Plaza is a complex located
in the new Central Business District of Beijing. In China the studio has designed
the Pingtan Art Museum (in Pingtan, now in the development phase), the Harbin
Cultural Island (Harbin, 2015), the Ordos Museum (Ordos, 2011) and the China Wood
Sculpture Museum (Harbin, 2013). In the center of Rome, on Via Boncompagni, MAD
is designing a multifunctional courtyard building for apartments, offices and a church.
In Paris the studio took first place in a competition for the construction of a residential
complex on the Rive Droite of the Seine.
Project directors: Ma Yansong, Dang Qun, Yosuke Hayano.
Associated partner: Andrea D’Antrassi. Designer: Hiroki Fujino.
Engineering: Maco Thecnology srl, Roberto Maffei

FERRARELLE

An Italian company that operates in the field of bottling and distribution of mineral
water on a national and international level. Founded in January 2005 with the
acquisition of the Ferrarelle trademark, putting it back under Italian ownership,
together with the other mineral waters Natia, Santagata, Boario, the company
has also become the exclusive distributor in Italy of the brand Evian. The Vitasnella
trademark, which was previously under license, was acquired by the group in 2012.
In 2014 came the launch of Fonte Essenziale. The name of the group coincides with that
of its leading product, the natural sparking mineral water par excellence since 1893.

P.A.T.I.
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

A company specialized in the production of film from thermoplastic materials,
founded in 1962 as a spin-off of Montedison. Its strong points are the innovative
transformation of the most advanced thermoplastic polymers for architecture,
industry and agriculture, and the supply of custom solutions.
Co-Producers
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Cortile d’Onore
project
Massimo Iosa Ghini
installation
IN/OUT
(9 x 5 x h 6 m.)
produced by
CERAMICHE CERDISA
lights iGuzzini Illuminazione

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Cosmos and chaos, body and mind, rule and exception, individual and community,
natural and artificial: dualities that represent the open borderlines of human
existence. A dialectical movement Massimo Iosa Ghini investigates in relation to
the theme Open Borders, interpreting ceramic material for its dual value of pure
abstract, impalpable, mental form and organic, primitive, physical form. The
installation by Iosa Ghini reproduces the volumes of two simple housing units,
taken as a paradigm of the universal values of the human being. The ondulated
surface on the outside, made with ceramic facings, bends and breaks, opening
to the contamination and potential of a random process of reconfiguration. The
chromatic and tactile variety of the products of Ceramiche Cerdisa permit the
creation of a rich, vibrant pattern. Inside, the pure volume has a reflecting surface
of white tiles, suggesting a suspended, ethereal temporal dimension. The open
border is thus the open space of contamination between opposites: inside and
outside, individuality and the encounter with others.

Co-Producers
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MASSIMO IOSA GHINI
Considered one of the major Italian architects and
designers, Massimo Iosa Ghini (Bologna, 1959)
contributed in the 1980s to the innovative action
developed by design avant-gardes, founding a cultural
movement known as Bolidismo and being part of Ettore
Sottsass’ Memphis group. In 1990 he opened his studio,
Iosa Ghini Associati, now operating in Milan, Bologna,
Moscow and Miami, developing projects for large
groups and international developers and designing
residential, commercial and museum spaces, cultural
installations, areas and facilities devoted to public
transport as well as retail projects for international
groups. As far as product and furniture design is
concerned, he has worked with very important brands,
Ph. Massimo Listri
such as Moroso, Cassina, Poltrona Frau, Snaidero,
iGuzzini, Fiam, Zumtobel, Duravit, Silhouette and Yamagiwa. Among his main
interior design and architectural works, mention should be made of the worldwide
development of the Ferrari Stores and Kiko Stores chains, the IBM Software
Executive Briefing Center (EBC), the headquarters of Seat Pagine Gialle in Turin
and of the Capital Group in Moscow, the Giorgio Morandi House Museum in
Bologna, the Kröpcke underground station in Hannover, the interiors of the Brickell
Flatiron residential building in Miami and the People Mover project in Bologna,
which is still underway. He taught at the University of Rome, La Sapienza; since 2008
he has been Adjunct Professor at the Polytechnic University of Hong Kong; he is
currently professor in the Department of Architecture of the University of Ferrara.
Many of the products he has created are now part of museum collections and
have received mentions and awards, including the Compasso d’Oro ADI, the Good
Design Award of the Chicago Athenaeum and the Roscoe Award, USA, the IAI
Green Design Award, China, the iF Product Design Award and the Red Dot Award,
Germany. In 2013 the Triennale of Milan held a retrospective exhibition of his
work, Dagli esordi all’oggi sostenibile (from the beginning to the sustainable present).
In 2015, he received the Marconi Award for Creativity by the Guglielmo Marconi
Foundation.

CERAMICHE CERDISA

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Founded in 1959, Ceramiche Cerdisa is part of Gruppo Ceramiche Ricchetti
Spa and manufactures ceramic products for floors and coverings with original
technological and aesthetic solutions, keeping faith with a strictly all-Italian
tradition. Able to offer a wide range of products characterized by a resolute
material impact, a solid technical base, a vocation for innovation, functionality
and respect for the environment, Ceramiche Cerdisa is the brand of the Group
designed for large residential, commercial or public spaces. For a long time
this company has been working to improve its manufacturing processes and
the quality of its products by reducing energy consumption and promoting
renewable sources. Its cutting-edge technological plants use a system for the
collection and reuse of production waste and process water, thus guaranteeing
the very highest quality throughout the manufacturing process..
Co-Producers
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Cortile d’Onore
project
SERGEI TCHOBAN
SERGEY KUZNETSOV
e AGNIYA STERLIGOVA
installation
Towers
(4,5 Ø x h 12 m.)
produced by
VELKO GROUP

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

The installation is a cylindrical volume, 4.5 meters in diameter and 12 meters
high, made by Velko-2000 with STFacade Technology, standing at the center of
the Cortile d’Onore. Actually, the work should not be seen as a true tower, but as a
tower prototype, a work that functions as a starting point for thinking about the
nature of architecture and the role of the dominant features of the man-made
landscape.
The cylindrical tower takes on the guise of a media building composed of the
assembly of 336 LED panels in sequence that operate as an interactive canvas
for architectural graphics. The images broadcast include drawings by the
architects Sergei Tchoban and Sergey Kuznetsov.
The installation allows visitors to design other towers, using tablets and styluses
placed in the four corners of the courtyard. The structure is thus transformed
from an abstract cylinder into a collective drawing workshop, promoting a sort
of shared creativity, without borders.
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SERGEI TCHOBAN, SERGEY KUZNETSOV
e AGNIYA STERLIGOVA
The architect Sergei Tchoban
(St. Petersburg, 1962) took a degree in
1986 at the Department of Architecture
of the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts in
that city. After moving to Germany, in 1995
he opened, with colleagues, the studio
nps tchoban voss, directing its office in
SERGEI TCHOBAN SERGEY KUZNETSOV Berlin, creating various projects including
the Cinema Cubix, the AquaDom, the
Jewish Cultural Center and the Chabad Lubavitch synagogue, as well as the
Museum of Architectural Drawing (with Sergey Kuznetsov). In 2006 in Moscow
with Kuznetsov and Pavel Shaburov he founded the architecture studio Speech.
Tchoban has twice been among the curators of the Russian Pavilion of the Venice
Architecture Biennale, receiving an Honorable Mention in 2012. Since 2013
he is a member of the Council of Architecture and Urban Planning of the City
of Moscow.
With a degree in 2001 from the Architecture Institute of Moscow, in 2006 Sergey
Kuznetsov (Moscow, 1977) co-founded the architecture studio Speech with his
colleagues Sergei Tchoban and Pavel Shaburov. Their projects include the Water
Sports Palace in Kazan and the Museum of Architectural Drawing in Berlin. In
2010 Kuznetsov took part in the design of the exhibition Factory Russia for the
Russian Pavilion at the 12th Venice Architecture Biennale. At the following edition,
the 13th, he took part in the creation of the exhibition i-city/i-land in the Russian
Pavilion, which received an Honorable Mention. In 2012 he was appointed Chief
Architect of Moscow. In 2016 he is the curator of the Russian Pavilion at the 15th
Venice Architecture Biennale.
After taking a degree in 2006 at the Architecture Institute of Moscow,
Agniya Sterligova (Moscow, 1983) moved to Venice, studying
Visual Arts at the IUAV and working with the studio TA architettura.
In 2012, after returning to Moscow, she worked with the studio
Speech, contributing to the installation of the Russian Pavilion at the
13th Venice Architecture Biennale. That same year she organized,
developed and produced exhibitions on different scales, creating
artistic and architectural installations, as well as theater sets.

VELKO GROUP

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

AGNIYA
STERLIGOVA

The Group includes the design and production company Velko-2000,
founded in 1992. Velko-2000 is capable of offering a wide range of
services for the creation of building facades, including design, production, supply
and installation. The firm relies on avant-garde production units like ST Facade
Technology and Taltos srl, also owned by Velko Group.
.
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Cortile d’Onore
project
PARISOTTO+FORMENTON
ARCHITETTi
installation
La stanza del vuoto
(10 x 6 x h 3,5 m.)
produced by
ITALCOM,
LABORATORIo
MORSELETTO
with Eurometal, Piavevetro,
Tecnovision
lights Light Contract

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Inspired by the images of an emblematic scene in the film La notte (1961) by
Michelangelo Antonioni, Aldo Parisotto and Massimo Formenton have designed
a pavilion that evokes, through micro-architecture, the extraordinary ability of
the filmmaker to dematerialized places, creating a sense of disorientation and
surprise that prompts reflection. The installation is based on a famous exchange
between Marcello Mastroianni and Monica Vitti (the scene “Giovanni between
presence and absence”), screened inside the pavilion. The atmosphere is in black
and white, like the film by Antonioni. A steel structure (by Eurometal) forms
the skeleton for a shell of reflecting glass walls that create continuous effects
of visual echoes and reflections. The interiors feature more tactile materials: a
boiserie in charred wood covers the walls (by Italcom), while the marble floors
play with contrasts (Laboratorio Morseletto). The installation interprets the concept
of the room of emptiness and silence, in a contemporary key: a space that takes
on meaning thanks to one or more human presences. Figures that appear like
phantoms, linking interior and exterior, lights and shadows, real or reflected.
Thanks to the contamination between disciplines, the borders become blurry
and imperceptible, surpassed by the contemplative gaze.
Co-Producers
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PARISOTTO+FORMENTON ARCHITETTI
The Parisotto+Formenton Architetti firm was
established in Padua in 1990 by Aldo Parisotto (Monselice,
1962) and Massimo Formenton (Padua, 1964). Since 2004
it also has an office in Milan. This partnership began at the
IUAV (Higher Institute of Architecture) in Venice, where
both the partners graduated in Architecture. The two
architects have tackled the topic of museums at the Museo
Centanin (Monselice, 2000); they have designed with
residential projects in urban and natural settings (selected
and gathered in monograph Atmosfere Domestiche, Electa
Architettura, 2014); and commercial buildings, such as the
Eraldo building, a true work of architecture for fashion
(Ceggia, Venice, 2008). In the field of management facilities,
Massimo Formenton
an emblematic work was the renovation of historic Palazzo
ALDO PARISOTTO
Ricordi in Milan, completed with the urban reclamation
of the streets in the vicinity of Galleria Vittorio Emanuele. As to interior architecture,
their core business is retail design, also by means of partnerships with major fashion
and luxury companies (Céline, Domenico Gianfrate, Eleventy, Salvatore Ferragamo,
Testoni, Valentino). Since 2009 they have devised the concept of the Nespresso
boutiques worldwide, including the flagship stores in Paris Champs Elysées (2014) and
Milan Piazza Liberty (2015). In the field of design, they partner with major lighting and
furniture companies (cc-tapis, FontanaArte, Viabizzuno, Martini light, Minotti Cucine);
and in the sector of yacht design they have created interiors for vessels for Sanlorenzo,
Cantiere del Pardo and Mylius. As art directors and designers, they work with True
Design, in the field of contract furniture, with the start-up company of maker Mingardo,
and with Palmalisa Zantedeschi they have conceived a limited edition of stone items for
the 2016 Design Week.
Project Management: Riccardo Bastiani. Progettazione: Rudy Zambon, Andrea Merlo.
Sicurezza: Cesare Vago. Contenuti video: Pietro Cremona.

ITALCOM

Specialized in the high-profile production of furniture for flagship stores, boutiques,
corners, showrooms, offices, restaurants, bars and hotels, without ever losing the
necessary flexibility to develop customized projects, Italcom is clearly export-oriented
and is structured in order to put together its employees’ skills with the professionalism
of technical partners and foreign contractors, and it serves major brands such as
Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Ferragamo, Furla, Piquadro, Max Mara, Coin, Nespresso.

Laboratorio Morseletto

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Active from the early 20th century, Laboratorio Morseletto has developed skills
that have led to the manufacturing of excellent products, using all sorts of stones
and marbles. The mastership of traditional techniques, combined with the will to
experiment, has turned Laboratorio Morseletto into a point of reference for architects
such as Carlo and Tobia Scarpa, Vittorio Gregotti, Mario Botta, Frank O. Gehry and
David Chipperfield. The company has its own quarries, and can control the whole
production cycle, from extraction activities to the onsite assembly of its works.
Co-Producers
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Cortile d’Onore
project
Chen XiangjinG
installation
Metaphor
(1,5 x 11 x h 2,5 m.)
produced by
Jing Yi Zhi
International
Furniture SUPPLY

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Throughout its evolution, Chinese crafts have offered the world objects of
extraordinary beauty. Designer Chen Xiangjing has distilled their essence,
identifying techniques, materials and methods capable of expressing continuity
with the tradition, applied in a dimension of absolute modernity. At the same
time, he has crossed the expressive codes and design languages that from an
original matrix branch out into a more vast horizon.
He draws on the know-how of the productive macro-district of Guangzhou, where
the art of cabinet making meets the art of lacquer, and crafts meet industry under
the sign of environmental sustainability. In the two Metaphor installations, Chen
Xiangjing illustrates the results of this confluence, inspired by ancestral wisdom:
“Red lacquer requires no ornament, white jade requires no carving.” A maxim
that lies behind the choreographic staging of two seating collections: the first,
in which red lacquer covers the straight and curved lines of chairs, armchairs
and sofas, and the second which wood recycled from river boats meets partial
lacquering in the white jade color. Design governs the entire process and the
furnishings convey Zen philosophy in their concise, precious appearance.
Co-Producers
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Chen XiangjinG
Designer, professor, entrepreneur, promoter
of multiple initiatives to foster the growth and
internationalization of the Chinese furniture industry,
Chen Xiangjing (Guangdong, 1957) is a maker and
catalyst of innovation. With a degree from the Central
Academy of Craft Art of Beijing in 1982, he became
part of the faculty of the Guangzhou Academy of Fine
Arts. In 1983 he founded the studio Guangdong Jimei
Design Engineering. After time spent in the United
Kingdom refining his expertise, in 1992 he contributed
to the creation of Guangdong Newsdays, a network of
architects, engineers and designers in which he was
in charge of design, taking part in many large-scale
projects.
In recent years he has focused on Chinese crafts, with
the aim of shifting furniture production towards contemporary tastes. To this
end, he has created a special design cluster, the [Jing-Design Studio], a workshop
of experimentation and research to develop new furnishing concepts, and in
collaboration with the furniture maker Chen Xiangdong he has founded Jing Yi
Zhi International Furniture Supply.

Jing Yi Zhi International Furniture SUPPLY

Thanks to the encounter between one of the most famous Chinese designers,
Chen Xianjing, and an enlightened furniture maker, Chen Xiangdong, owner of
Hongyuan Furniture Manufacture, Jing Yi Zhi International Furniture Supply is
a producer of furniture in which the Oriental taste meets design, in a harmonious
blend of tradition and innovation, developing original furniture creations that
make use of age-old crafts techniques, including the famous Chinese art of
lacquer.
The production also stands out for another aspect: the recycling of wood from old
river boats, a procedure that reflects the brand’s commitment to environmental
sustainability, fully expressed in the Year collection. Typological memory and
pursuit of new formal solutions, in a balanced game of squared and curved lines
emphasized by the lacquer, can be seen in the Jing, Ming and Nian collections
presented in 2016

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Cortile d’Onore
project
PAOLO BELARDI
ABA - Accademia di
belle arti pietro
vannucci di PERUGIA
installation
Scorched or Blackened
(2,20 x 15 x h 2,65 m.)
promoted by
Regione UmbriA

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

The pavilion of the Umbria Region presents itself as a viral form of incorporation
and evokes emotional, unusual aspects of Umbria: from the fossil forest of
Dunarobba to the Porziuncola of Assisi, the study of Guidobaldo da Montefeltro in
Gubbio to the winged eye of Tomaso Buzzi at Montegabbione, from the Calamita
Cosmica of Gino De Dominicis to the Grande Nero by Alberto Burri, all the way
to the perspective effects which in the Galleria Nazionale dell’Umbria gauge the
metaphysical space of the Annunciazione of Piero della Francesca. The exterior
of the pavilion is decorated with a pattern of “monk” lettering (the new font
launched by the Umbria Region for “Expo Milano 2015”) forming an interrogative
anagram for the installation (Scorched or blackened). The interior features a
long display case for the artistic experiments of four professors at the ABA
demonstrating the innovative use of four traditional materials of local Umbrian
crafts: Arthur Duff/ceramics, Marco Fagioli/wood, Pietro Carlo Pellegrini/paper,
Paul Robb/glass. The project is part of the action of territorial branding and
communication organized by the Umbria Region to promote not just the territory
but also the aspects linked to creativity, lifestyle and craftsmanship, between
tradition and innovation.
Co-Producers
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PAOLO BELARDI - ABA
accademia belle arti perugia
After graduating in Civil Engineering in 1982 at the
University of Rome, La Sapienza, Paolo Belardi
(Gubbio, 1958) became Associate Professor at the
University of Perugia, where he taught Architectural
Composition I and Digital Design. Since 2013 he has
become Director of the school of fine arts Accademia
di Belle Arti Pietro Vannucci of Perugia. He has
received important awards such as the Unesco
Award “La fabbrica nel paesaggio” (Rome, 2015),
the Leaf Interiors Design Awards (Berlin, 2013), the
Dedalo Minosse Architecture International Award
(Vicenza, 1999 and 2001), the Andrea Palladio
Architecture International Award (Vicenza, 1988 and
1989). He has won several competitions including:
Eco-Luoghi. Progetti di rigenerazione urbana (Eco-places. Urban regeneration
projects), launched in 2013 by the Italian Ministry for the Environment. His
projects and his works have been included in many Italian and international
exhibitions. He holds courses and conferences all over the world and he is the
author of essays and monographic books such as the recently published work
Why Architects Still Draw (2014, MIT Press, Cambridge, USA).
ABA- Accademia di Belle Arti Pietro Vannucci di Perugia
The historic School of Fine Arts known as Accademia di Belle Arti Pietro
Vannucci of Perugia (ABA) is one of the most active and dynamic Institutions
of Higher Artistic Education in Central Italy. ABA is an excellence for art study
and education thanks to its position within a historic complex located in the
heart of one of the most charming and multicultural historical centers of Italy,
the quality of its teachers and the excellent relationship between professors
and students, as well as its well-equipped workshops and a library with a great
number of antique and contemporary books.

REGIONE UMBRIA

The mission of the Umbria Region is to promote and diffuse the Umbria brand
in Italy and abroad, by presenting and enhancing territorial excellences, more
specifically, by promoting its cultural and natural heritage, agro-food and
handicraft products and regional lifestyle. The territorial branding process
that the Umbria Region is promoting started when its Brand was revisited: a red
circle in which the three stylized pedestals of Gubbio are depicted and the name
Umbria is written, in order to lay the foundations of a communication and graphic
identity.

Official radio
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Cortile d’Onore
project
CARLO RATTI ASSOCIATI
and TRANSSOLAR
installation
Pick Your Climate
(5 x 8 x h 2,5 m.)

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Extreme climate conditions caused by global warming represent a threat for
the future of outdoor public areas. As temperatures rise, discomfort in urban
settings will discourage people from living and spending time in places without air
conditioning. This will lead to an increase of air conditioned spaces and greater
demand for energy. The upcoming challenge will be to develop solutions to provide
widespread comfort in outdoor areas, while minimizing energy costs. Pick Your
Climate is a project that illustrates the possibility of inverting climate change in
cities. Based on research conducted at Stanford University on nanotechnologies,
this installation sets out to demonstrate how new photonic membranes that
reflect solar radiation could contribute to reduce the temperature in our cities,
without added costs or water consumption. A project at the crossroads of design,
architecture and science, whose purpose is to increase awareness of possible
strategies to approach climate change. The installation offers three different examples
of climate modification options, i.e. Greenhouse, Coolhouse and Treehouse.
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CARLO RATTI ASSOCIATI TRANSSOLAR
CARLO RATTI ASSOCIATI is an
architecture consulting and design firm,
with main office in Turin and branch
offices in Boston and London. Drawing
on Carlo Ratti’s research (Turin, 1971) at
the Senseable City Lab at MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,
this firm develops projects on different scales, adopting advanced technologies
to contribute to the creation of smart environments. Among its most relevant
urban and architectural projects there are the masterplan for a creative hub in the
city of Guadalajara, Mexico, the Future Food District for Expo Milano 2015, the
Cloud concept for the London 2012 Olympics, and the Digital Water Pavilion for
Expo Zaragoza 2008, included among the “Best Inventions of the Year” by Time
Magazine. Design projects include experimental furniture for Cassina and light
installations for Artemide. In 2014, Carlo Ratti Associati launched its newco Makr
Shakr, manufacturer of the world’s first robotic bar system, installed in various Royal
Caribbean cruise ships.
In all its projects, the firm investigates how new technologies, including digital
sensors and handheld devices, are changing the built environment and our everyday
life. Over the years, the firm has received many honors, including in 2015 the Digital
Signage Best Practice Award and the Guinness World Record, both for projects
connected with the Future Food District. Carlo Ratti Associati’s projects have been
presented by cultural institutions including the Venice Biennale, MoMA New
York, Istanbul Design Biennale, and published in major international publications,
including New York Times, Financial Times, Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, BBC,
Wired, Corriere della Sera, La Stampa, Domus.
transsolar is an international climate engineering firm, with offices in
Stuttgart, Munich, New York and Paris. Its objective is the creation of quality and
comfortable indoor and outdoor spaces with positive environmental impact.
Transsolar believes that the measures taken to create remarkable architecture can
simultaneously enhance human experience and minimize resource use. According
to Transsolar, sustainability is not separate from design, but is an indispensable
component that enhances the experience of the built environment. The company
explores all factors affecting the experience, including their variation in time and
space, responding with dynamic solutions that work with this natural variability, not
against it. Transsolar approaches every new project trying to share knowledge and
producing new ideas to achieve its mission: high comfort, limited impact.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Project: Carlo Ratti Associati (Carlo Ratti, Giovanni de Niederhausern, Andrea
Galanti, Andrea Galli, Chiara Borghi), and Transsolar ( Elmira Reisi, Joshua Vanwyck)
Structures: FGM (Fabrizio Milani)
Layout: Kibox
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Cortile d’Onore
luminous installation
The Great JJ
produced by
LEUCOS

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

For thousands of years man was driven by the desire to explore, to discover, to
go beyond borders. Out of curiosity, thirst for knowledge, or just the desire for
a change of scenery… Light is itself a source of passage: an ineffable tool to get
beyond a boundary, that of darkness, illuminated by its vital and creative force.
For centuries the greatest architects have designed temples, monuments and
palaces in terms of light: to honor it as a source of energy and rebirth, but
also to harness its power. For over 50 years Leucos has explored the dialogue
between light and matter, not just through the interpretation of glass, but also by
investigating the new frontiers of design with unusual materials and increasingly
advanced light sources.
With The Great JJ (the oversized version of the timeless table lamp with springadjustable arm), Leucos breaks the patterns: the large size accentuates the
rigorous iconic design, making the lamp a protagonist in any space. A leap of scale
that plays with the effect of disorientation felt by those who approach and feel
like Lilliputians in the world of Gulliver.
The luminous installation by Leucos underlines the useful virtues and the various
possible interpretations of this hyperbolic lamp.
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LEUCOS

Established in 1962 in Scorzé, Venice, and then moved to Salzano, Leucos is a
point of reference in the sector of ornamental glass lighting, thanks to its ability to
explore different contemporary production and creative opportunities.
Architects and designers with different cultural backgrounds, have found and
still find in Leucos a top company that can combine craft glassmaking with
industrial processes and the most reliable technologies.
In 2015 this historic Venetian brand was acquired by a new owner: Rara Res, an
Italian holding company that belongs to businessman Riccardo Candotti. This new
company setup has led from the very beginning to the recovery of two historic
brands, which share the same genes as Leucos: iTre and MuranoDueGallery.
The MuranoDueGallery collection features a reinterpretation of the classic
elements of Murano origin. iTre has had its own clearly defined identity for over
forty years, which is expressed by avant-garde models characterized by quality,
technology and design.
In all the lines of the different brands, the focus is increasingly on the environment
and energy saving by using LED light sources and other latest generation light
sources.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Hall Aula Magna
project
PATRICIA URQUIOLA
installation
Empathic Fuukei
(19 x 1,50 x h 2,5 m.)
produced by
CLEAF

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Inspired by the imagery of traditional oriental decorative panels, featuring
mountains and clouds overlaid to generate effects of variable depth, the Spanish
designer Patricia Urquiola has interpreted the Open Borders theme by designing
an “empathic landscape” (to translate the title), an interactive multisensorial path
composed of open wall/panels made by layering different materials.
The site-specific installation invented by Urquiola for Cleaf, a leader in
experimentation and production of surfaces for interior design, expresses her
curiosity regarding the concept of the “unfinished”. The walls of the installation
represent a density to cross and glimpse, fully illustrating the beauty of the
production process, of the “how it’s made” rather than the finished product.
The panels, conceived as a sort of skin, are composed of layers of different
materials produced by Cleaf, left intentionally open to bring out their hybrid nature.
These layers create unexpected graphic landscapes. Different forms, colors and
consistencies guide visitors through an unusual tactile and perceptive experience.
In this way, Patricia Urquiola invites us to discover a new age of materials, enhancing
the versatile and complex charm of the artificial by means of new technologies.
Co-Producers
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PATRICIA URQUIOLA
Graduated in 1989 at the Polytechnic University of
Milan with Achille Castiglioni, Patricia Urquiola
(Oviedo, 1961) worked with Vico Magistretti and was in
charge of design for studio Lissoni Associati.
In 2001 she opened her own studio in Milan working
in the product design, interiors and architecture
sectors. Among her architectural projects, mention
should be made of the Jewelry Museum in Vicenza,
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Barcelona, the Das
Stue Hotel in Berlin, the Spa of the Four Seasons
Hotel in Milan. The brands for which she has created
exhibit design projects include Gianvito Rossi, BMW,
Flos, Missoni, Molteni, Officine Panerai, H&M, Santoni,
Pitti Uomo Firenze. She has also created products for
Ph. Alessandro Paderni- Studio EYE
important companies such as Agape, Alessi, AxorHansgrohe, B&B Italia, Baccarat, Boffi, De Padova, Driade, Flos, Georg Jensen,
Glas Italia, Kartell, Kvadrat, Listone Giordano, Louis Vuitton, Molteni, Moroso,
Mutina and Rosenthal. Some of her creations have been exhibited in the major art
and design museums, including the MoMA New York, Musée des Arts décoratifs
in Paris, Vitra Design Museum in Basel, Victoria & Albert Museum in London
and Triennale Design Museum in Milan. She has won many awards and honors,
including: the Medalla de Oro al Mérito en las Bellas Artes from the Spanish
Government, the Designer of the Year Award for the magazines Wallpaper, AD
Spain, Elle Decor International and Architektur und Wohnen. In September 2015
Patricia Urquiola was appointed art director of Cassina.

CLEAF

Cleaf means innovation, competence and passion for excellence. This company,
founded in the Brianza region to the north of Milan by the Caspani family,
offers creative solutions for interior design, thanks to know-how that has been
progressively built over time as well as constant aesthetic and technological
research. With its strong passion and by establishing close relationship with
its customers and suppliers, Cleaf has been able to acquire full control over
all the production chain of surfaces for the furniture industry by creating
finishings unlike any others in the world and by becoming a reference point, at an
international level, for all-Italian values and style.
This company is especially intended for and is at the service of firms, architects
and designers thanks to CCube, a workshop in which tailor-made projects are
developed (in the company headquarters in Lissone). Here Cleaf anticipates
trends and experiments with new ideas by supporting its customers in developing
their products.
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Hall Aula Magna
exhibition
L'art de la photographie
(10 x 0,40 x h 5,5 m.)
produced by
ALIDEM

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

The exhibition recoups the original exhibit modes of the Salons, offering a
prestigious setting for art collections. Before the advent of the museum and
its logic, the Salons represented the core of an art that took on the character of
something to cherish but also to display, to allow a wider audience to partake
of its beauty. Victims of a decadence induced by the “correct approach” to art
according to museum standards, the Salons soon became a synonym for simple
ostentation of wealth.
Alidem opens up the borders of exhibition practice and proposes, through
the exhibition L’Art de la Photographie, a return to the illustrious Salons.
Directly projected into the contemporary world, creating an eloquent and
disruptive synergy between the two foundation languages of our era: design
and photography. In this short circuit between tradition and innovation,
Alidem presents photography as a design installation, erasing the hierarchies of
categories in favor of enhancement of the power of vision.
The exhibition is produced by Collettivo Alidem, composed of researchers, artisans
and communications experts of the Alidem work team.
.
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Collettivo ALIDEM
Alidem stems from the creative
partnership of the Alidem working
team, which includes researchers,
craftspeople and communication experts.
The photographers that take part in
the exhibition L’art de la photographie,
organized by the Collettivo Alidem, are the
following: Slevin Aaron; Anton F, Thierry
Bansront, Marta Bermejo Castaño, Nicola
Bertellotti, Gianna Carrano, Giuseppe
Cocco, Federica Cogo, Mark Cooper, Giulio D’Ercole, Andrea De Amici, Cesare Di
Liborio, Eric Dufour, Paolo Hyena Lasagni, Linda Ferrari, Tommaso Fiscaletti, Samir
Khadem, Jan Kaesbach, Diego Kuffer, Jamie Lieberman, Gianni Maffi, Eleonora
Manca, Edoardo Miola, Raffaele Montepaone, Angelo Morelli, Gaetano Musto,
Barbara Nati, Cinzia Naticchioni Rojas, Stefano Nicolini, Pino Ninfa, Francesco
Nuvolari, Rori Palazzo, Stefano Parisi, Alessandro Pellican, Sara Piazza, Gianluca
Pollini, Andrea Pozzuoli,Loreal Prystaj, Ugo Ricciardi, Francesco Romoli, Domenico
Ruiu, Antonella Sacconi, Thomas Salme, Marco Siracusano, Yuri Sirri Nakvas, Diane
Soares, Paolo Vergnano, Giovanni Villa, WOWE.

ALIDEM

Alidem was established in November 2014 in Milan by Pompeo Locatelli, for forty
years a top advisor and a prominent figure in the Italian economic and financial
world, as well as art collector and photography lover. Alidem is a company
specialized in selecting and producing limited edition photographic works.
This is an innovative and exclusive project, that starts from the awareness of
the significant role that photography has acquired in the international cultural
landscape. Alidem finds new ideas and translates the art of photography into
quality works: it turns a shot into an artistic experience, shaping new tastes and
opening unprecedented perspectives. The result is an exclusive proposal, which
is never ordinary, a crossroads of images that are constantly being enriched, that
beckon your eyes and mind to travel towards new visions.
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Portale Nord Scalone d’Onore
project
Naoyuki Shirakawa
and Noriko Tsuiki
installation
Parabolic Stripes
(4,5 x 2,7 x h 4,5 m - 3,6 Ø x
h 2 m - 2 Ø x h 1,7 m)
produced by
Kokura Stripes
Japan Association
with Shima-Shima

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

The warp is reason, the weft emotion: the creative weave gives rise to a fabric of
vertical stripes, known as Kokura Stripes, a tribute to Japanese crafts that wraps
one corner of the Università degli Studi di Milano. A triple installation by the
Japanese textile artist Noriko Tsuiki with the architect Naoyuki Shirakawa, elegantly
interfaced with the 17th-century architecture of the Chiostro Maggiore, where below
the portico, to the left of the entrance, stands the statue of St. Ambrose, patron
saint of Milan.
In this area Tsuiki and Shirakawa have placed three creations: a sculptural volume
with a rectangular section composed of 150 stacks of Kokura Stripes fabrics by
Shima-Shima, extending in a visual parabola between the left foot and the right hand
of the statue of the saint; a column composed of lenghts of handwoven fabrics by
Tsuiki, splitting into four parts at the top; and an evocative lamp suspended over
the steps, made with 1344 pieces of fabrics in different patterns.
A parabolic installation to celebrate the 150th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations
between Italy and Japan in an interactive, multisensory game, in honor of a great
textile tradition.
Co-Producers
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XXXXXXXXXX
Naoyuki Shirakawa
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Noriko Tsuiki
With a degree in 1974 from Kyoto
University, the architect Naoyuki
Shirakawa (Kitakyushu, 1951) founded,
in 1987, Shirakawa Naoyuki Atelier in
Tokyo. A member of the Japan Institute of
Architects, visiting professor from 2005 to
2014 at the Kyushu Institute of Technology,
Shirakawa expresses a programmatic
essential approach in his works,
associated with an accent on innovation and eco-sustainability. Among his
original creations, he has designed a house with a grass roof, a restaurant hidden
in greenery, a metal tea house (published by SD, the Japanese architecture
magazine), a boutique on the sand, the Sun Aqua Toto industrial plant for the
company TOTO, and he has won the Good Design Award for architecture in 1994.
Founder of the Yuh Textile Studio, textile artist Noriko Tsuiki (Kitakyushu,
1952) studied at Waseda University, focusing on Noh theater and its costumes, and
then explored the techniques of dyes and weaving to launch her own creative
practice in the textile field. Since 1978, her works have been shown in many
exhibitions, including the Seibu Crafts Exhibition and the Japan Traditional
Crafts Exhibition, leading to many honors such as the Commissioner for Cultural
Affairs Award and the Asahi Newspaper Award. In 1984 she began a project to
relaunch the Kokura Stripes cotton fabrics, no longer in production at the time.
Some of her creations are included in the collections of the National Museum of
Modern Art of Tokyo and the Victoria and Albert Museum of London.
In 2007, with the support of a program organized by the Ministry of Economics,
Trade and Industry for the foreign promotion of Japanese brands, the brand
Shima-Shima was formed, for which Noriko Tsuiki oversees the design of machine
woven Kokura Stripes fabrics.

Kokura Stripes Japan Association

A consortium created in 2015 to promote the emblematic cotton fabrics with
vertical stripes, the result of a traditional process of hand weaving and vegetable
dyeing known as Kokura-ori. This process has a history of over 400 years
and was developed in Kokura, the ancient municipality that is now part of
Kitakyushu.
In the 17th century, during the Edo period, Kokura Stripes fabrics were used to
make hakama trousers and obi sashes. This traditional technique went into a
period of relative decline, until in 1984 the textile artist Noriko Tsuiki revived it,
contributing to updating its colors and motifs.
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Portale Sud Scalone d'Onore
project
felice limosani
installation
Digital Borders
produced by
East End Studios

Borders that tighten and close as a result of tragic geopolitical events in the world,
in contrast with the burgeoning evolution of digital communication that takes human
beings beyond their physical limits. The installation prompts reflections on the
paradox of the digital era, through images in motion generated by the conversion
into pixels of major information flows in the Internet – the Big Data of numbers
on phenomena of migration.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
internimagazine.it
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FELICE LIMOSANI
Born in 1966, he is a multidisciplinary creative professional. He works on
the international scene for top brands and cultural institutions. He is a member of the
advisory board of the M9 Fondazione cultural pole of Venice. In 2013 he was curator
of the exhibition Pianeta EXPO 2015 Conoscere, gustare, divertirsi at the Milan
Triennale. He has created projects with approaches designed to trigger aesthetic
and emotional engagement on the part of the audience. He has also created sitespecific installations at the Louvre in Paris, Palazzo Strozzi in Florence, and the Mies
van der Rohe pavilion in Barcelona and the Sketch Gallery in London. His works
combine artistic metaphor, design thinking and storytelling, blurring the borders
between artistic languages, creative expression and unconventional communication.
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Facciata Esterna
project
Castagnaravelli
installation
Moving Lights
with
Azul Italia

Bands of light directed upward, bowing and rising, intersecting and overlapping,
to underline the festival of design organized by Interni in the spaces of Ca’ Granda:
ten mobile heads in constant motion, hidden by two boxes at the sides of the gate
enhanced by a line of Azul marble. The light is white, to not superimpose itself on
the color of the historic building, and to highlight the entrance to Open Borders.

Official radio
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20090 Segrate (MI)
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studio CASTAGNARAVELLI
Working in the fields of theatrical lighting, urban installations and events
PAOLO CASTAGNA, theater director, worked for ten years as the assistant of Luca
Ronconi. GIANNI RAVELLI, architect and set designer, is a professor at the School
of Design of the Milan Polytechnic. They have done projects in Milan, Rome, Spoleto,
Turin, Verona, Beirut, Grenoble, London, Los Angeles, New York, Tokyo. A large
panel made by the studio is the only contemporary work permanently on display
at the Colosseum in Rome. Recent works include: the lighting of the Nuova Galleria
Sabauda in Turin, in coordination with the architectural design by Studio Albini; the
lighting of the cloister of Conservatorio Giuseppe Verdi (Milan, 2015).
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Loggiato Ovest
exhibition
X.1: the Story
of a Family Passion
curator
CARLO BACH
produced by
ILLY

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

illy honors beauty and innovation with an exhibition: 80 years after the model was
introduced, the company focuses on the illetta, the forerunner of today’s professional
espresso machines and the historic symbol of illy’s vocation for innovation and
technology. Furthermore, to celebrate the 20th birthday of the first X.1 – the coffee
machine for the home that reflects the company’s interest in art and new forms of
design – illy presents a preview of the X.1 Anniversary Edition, the model that
combines shared features of these two emblematic creations, representing a step
forward in the cultural revolution connected with the world of coffee.
The installation stands out for the anamorphic effect created by the columns
–white and red on one side, white and black on the other – in the midst of
which one encounters the display of the X.1 Anniversary Edition. Observing the
installation from the outside, visitors see the profiles of the logos of the illy brand
over the years.
The center of the space hosts the illetta, the pioneering machine invented by the
founder of the company Francesco Illy. Beside it, the X.1 Anniversary Edition
machines display the characteristic pressure gauge that reproduces the historic illy
logo. The machines also provide visitors with a taste of the fine illy blend.
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CARLO BACH
Born in Cologne in 1967, he is art director of illycaffè
and has organized many exhibitions in Italy and
abroad. Since 1999 he has been in charge of illycaffè
art projects. This company has chosen creativity
as the language to express its values and philosophy.
Carlo Bach partners with the most prominent
contemporary artists and with emerging talents
developing experimental art projects and subsequently
trying to translate his experiences into the illy collections,
the artist cups that have become cult objects.
He is also in charge of the projects developed by the
company in the fields of communication and design.
Ph. Xxxxxx Xxxxxxxxx

ILLY

illycaffè produces and sells a high quality, unique coffee blend consisting of
nine types of pure Arabica coffee. The balance of these ingredients generates the
unmistakable illy taste and aroma, which remain always the same, in each cup,
everywhere in the world. Established in 1933 by Francesco Illy, the company
is now led by Andrea Illy, who has internationalized it, and has innovated its
processes, culture and search for quality. Andrea Illy, president and CEO of the
company, sayes: “illycaffè’s mission is to delight all those who cherish
quality of life, by searching for the best coffee nature can provide, enhanced by
the best available technologies. We have been bringing forward my father’s
and my grandfather’s dream for more than eighty years: offering the best coffee
in the world”.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Portico Richini
project
Laura Ellen Bacon
e Sebastian Cox
installation
Along the Lines
of Happiness
(9,2 x 1,5 x h 2,5 m.)
produced by
AHEC - AMERICAN
HARDWOOD export
council

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

In a collaboration between the sculptor Laura Ellen Bacon and the designer/
maker Sebastian Cox, the installation represents an original experiment that
examines the versatile properties of American hardwoods: soft maple, cherry
and red oak. Along the Lines of Happiness is the follow up to The Invisible Store
of Happiness, an installation shown during Clerkenwell Design Week 2015 in
London. The Invisible Store of Happiness was a tribute to the joy of working with
wood and the pleasure of doing it with one’s own hands. To respond to the
theme of Open Borders, this new structure, which is made with slats of solid
wood, composed of a mathematical sequence of arches, joints, and tracks, has
been opened, lengthened and enlarged to welcome visitors inside, and into the
process of making. On a workbench placed beside the structure, visitors see the
spectacle of wood –steam bent, engineered, woven in strips. It is an open work
in progress that communicates and shares the pleasures and wonders of creative
craftsmanship as applied to wood.

Co-Producers
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Ph. Jon Cardwell

XXXXXXXXXX
Laura Ellen Bacon
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sebastian Cox

Born and raised in close contact with
nature on her parents’ farm, Laura
Ellen Bacon (Derbyshire, 1976) is an
English artist who lives and works in
Derbyshire. Her creative experimentations
began in 2001 by weaving branches, of
Laura ellen
Sebastian mainly willow, into variable forms and
bacon
cox volumes, making organic and sinuous
compositions that establish a dialogue
with the surrounding space. Her sculptures, predominately still made from
natural materials, are often made on site, in urban or rural contexts, to adorn
walls, facades and gardens of homes and buildings, as well as interiors. Her
work has been sited in places such as Sudeley Castle for Sotheby’s exhibition,
Material Worlds in 2011, New Art Centre at Roche Court in 2012; Spatial Place
at Saatchi Gallery in London, for COLLECT 2013; installation on the facade of the
Holburne Museum in Bath, 2015.
Sebastian Cox (Kent, 1985) is a designer and maker who champions
woodlands and forest management through design. At his studio-workshop
in London Cox and his team design and produce objects of simple, timeless
elegance, with ingenious functional characteristics. His design intelligence
and crafts skills make use of wood from sustainably managed forests and
from coppicing woods, such as the hazel, which is featured in the Underwood
collection. Last year in London, during Clerkenwell Design Week, he presented
the installation The Invisible Store of Happiness, created together with the artist
Laura Ellen Bacon, in collaboration with the American Hardwood Export Council.

AHEC - American Hardwood Export Council

AHEC is the leading international association of the American hardwood
industry and represents exporters and groups of commercial associations in
the US hardwood timber trade. AHEC operates to supply architects, technicians,
designers and users with information on the various species of hardwood and
related products, as well as to help organizations source American hardwoods.
For over 20 years AHEC has been active in Europe to promote the quality and
versatility of American hardwoods through creative projects. AHEC’s support
for design projects, such Along the Lines of Happiness by Laura Ellen Bacon and
Sebastian Cox for Open Borders of Interni, helps to demonstrate the performance
potential of these sustainable materials, providing a precious source of
inspiration.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Portico Richini
exhibition
Ron Tom Tom:
Ron Arad + Tom Vack
project
Tom VACK
setup Ester Pirotta
produced by
MOROSO

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

“The exhibition is the result of Patrizia Moroso’s desire to celebrate a path that
began over 20 years ago, when I photographed the first products Ron Arad
designed for Moroso, the Spring Collection,” says the photographer Tom Vack.
The exhibition includes about 20 photos on a scale of 1:1 shot by Tom Vack of
products designed over the years by Ron Arad for Moroso. The images, on
self-supporting iron structures, are printed on elastic sheets and mounted on
aluminium frames, or imprinted on plexiglass with the addition of a reflecting film.
The pictures are joined by a number of emblematic products created by Ron Arad
for Moroso. The installation designed by the architect Ester Pirotta develops
in chronological order and features the use of red tubing as a fil rouge of the
narration, forming a sort of timeline.
The Open Borders theme is expressed by the fervid experimentation shared by
all the protagonists: Tom Vack with light and photography, Ron Arad with
his creative intelligence, Moroso with its iconic and pioneering collections.
Spokespersons of great freedom of design and expression, breaking down the
borders of individual disciplines.
Co-Producers
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RON ARAD, TOM VACK
with Ester Pirotta
After studying at the Academy of Art
in Jerusalem and at the Architectural
Association in London, in 1981 Ron Arad
(born in Tel Aviv in 1951) established with
Caroline Thorman the One Off Ltd design
firm and in 1989 he set up the Ron Arad
Associates, concentrating on architecture
Ph.
Xxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxx
RON
ARAD
TOM VACK and design. Ron Arad Architects was
established in 2008. In 2002 Ron Arad
received the title of Royal Designer for Industry. In 2011 he was awarded the London
Design Medal. From 1994 to 1997 he taught at the Hochschule in Vienna, then at the
Royal College of Art in London until 2009, when he became Professor Emeritus. In
2013 he was appointed Royal Academician by the Royal Academy of Art of London.
Tom Vack (Chicago,1948) is a self-taught photographer. After studying at the
Faculty of Architecture and Design at the University of Illinois Chicago, he worked in
his city of origin until 1987. Subsequently he moved to Europe, where he has worked
together with designers and architects. Some of the companies with which he is
working or has worked: Moroso, Magis, Driade, Audi, Sharp, Sanlorenzo, Xo, Hermann
Miller, Vitra, Veneta Cucine, Luceplan, Leica, Emu. In November 2014 the Neue
Sammlung Museum in Munich, dedicated a retrospective exhibition to him, titled
Vanity of Object. Tom Vack Design Photography..
Ester Pirotta (Vimercate, 1969) graduated in Architecture from
Politecnico di Milano in 1993 and began a long partnership with architect
Antonia Astori, designing showrooms and exhibitions, but also dealing
with interior design. Since 2007 she has been working together with
Tom Vack as set designer and designer of layouts for photographic
exhibitions. Together, they have created a FineArt image collection called
OPenEye Print Collection.

MOROSO

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

ESTER
This company was established in 1952. Its handcrafted approach and
PIROTTA
marked creative concept generated a deeply rooted vision that has led
the company to grow and stand out for its quality, innovation and for the creativity
of its products. Since the 1980s, the second generation of the family has entered the
field of designer’s work. Nearly sixty years after its establishment, Moroso belongs
to the haute couture of international design and has become a leading company in
the field of upholstered furniture. With the creative contribution of some of the most
prominent contemporary designers, over the years Moroso has created a collection
of iconic products. Its international approach has taken the company into some of the
most beautiful places in the world, among which MoMA, New York, Palais de Tokyo
and Grand Palais in Paris and The Biennale in Venice. Major partnerships that give
the company the opportunity to offer a very wide and diverse range of products, for
the residential and contract sectors.
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Portico S. Nazaro
exhibition
Be Brazilian
curator
José Roberto Moreira
Do Valle

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

produced by
BRAZIL S/A

1. Cobra Coral
by Sérgio Matos
2. Tao, 3. Hera
by Aciole Félix
4. Mexerica
by Estudio Bola
5. Montecristo
by Ronald Sasson
6. Cesta Neon
by Ale Jordão
7. NoAr by Carol Gay
8. Barão by Bruno Fauz
9. Mobile Bar
Flora Brasileira
by Lourena Genovez
10. Clad, 11. Twist
by Jader Almeida
12. Tamboretes
by Henrique Steyer

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Brazilian design is the result of multiple influences developing and intertwining in
a multicultural country with 200 million inhabitants. Its variety of interpretations
ranges from crafts to high technology, with islands of excellence that deserve
to be explored. The mission of Brazil S/A is to promote Brazilian design in all its
forms and applications. For the seventh consecutive year, the initiative reaches
Milan with an exhibition, Be Brazilian, which is an ideal voyage to discover the
most creative exponents – about 40 designers and artists, established figures
but also emerging young talents – and their works, between experimentation
and functional quality, simplicity and luxury, expressed through the original
interpretation of materials, techniques and processes. Participants include
Sergio Matos, Henrique Steyer, Aciole Félix, Ale Jordão, Bruno Faucz, Ronald Scliar
Sasson, Jader Almeida.
“In this new edition – says Josè Roberto Moreira do Valle, the inventor of Brazil
S/A – we have focused on product presentation, as in a large outdoor art gallery”.
The lounge area is by the Milan-based studio Piuarch and reflects the formal
purity of Brazilian architecture, a tribute to modernism and the Copan building
in Sao Paulo by Oscar Niemeyer.
Co-Producers
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José Roberto Moreira do Valle,
ANGELO DERENZE e FRAN ABREU PIUARCH
JOSÉ ROBERTO MOREIRA DO VALLE
(Pernabuco, 1968), interior designer, owns
Moreira do Valle Decorations and Events
in São Paulo. In 2010 he established
Brazil S/A. In the last seven years, on the
occasion of FuoriSalone, Brazil S/A has
become the point of reference of Brazilian
design in Milan.
ANGELO DERENZE (Sao Paulo, 1961) dealt with communication and events in the
design industry in the publishing company Editora Abril and was president of the
Casa Cor Nacional exhibition. His mission in Brazil S/A is to set up professional
and commercial partnerships.
FRAN ABREU (Sao Paulo, 1958) deals with advertising and is a partner of Dpto.
He has great experience in institutional marketing and in the communication of
various brands in the field of architecture and design in the Brazilian market. His
mission for Brazil S/A is to promote the particular qualities of the brand and its
skills.
PIUARCH was established in 1996 by architects Francesco
Fresa, Germán Fuenmayor, Gino Garbellini and Monica
Tricario. The firm is located in Milan, in the Brera
neighborhood, and employs 40 architects and engineers
who are committed to define an innovative and unique
approach, to integrate the architectural project in the
PIUARCH
existing context, while maintaining particular expressive
independence.

BRAZIL S/A

Conceived by José Roberto Moreira do Valle, Brazil S/A’s objective is to promote
the image of Brazilian design and increase the visibility of its products, by
promoting partnerships among companies, designers, architects, decorators, thus
contributing to generate new business opportunities internationally

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Contributors: Anfacer, Expo Revestir, Ceramics of Brasil, Projeto Raiz, Salão Design,
High Design Expo, DW!, Studio Aciole Felix, Lourena Genovez, Studio Alê Jordao,
Salão Design.
Institutional sponsorship: Consulate General of Brazil in Milan, Itamaraty, Anfacer,
Sindmoveis Bento.
Technical support Brazil: Mac Talents, Mariana Amaral Comunicação, Augustus
Turismo, Unique.
Technical support Italy: Arper, Estel, Monotile, Martinelli Luce, Neia Paz
international project manager.
Implementation: Moreira do Valle, Dpto, Angelo Derenze.
Special Thanks: Studio Piuarch
Co-Producers
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Press Office
project
MAC STOPA
installation
Design without Borders
produced by
NMC
MILLIKEN
with Cappellini, Marro
lights Luceplan

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

For Mac Stopa, the Polish architect, designer and fashion designer, the approach
to the theme Open Borders represents a natural expression of his creative
philosophy. In the installation for the press room of the exhibition-event of Interni,
Stopa has crossed different design disciplines – architecture, interior design,
industrial design, graphics and fashion – demonstrating that there are no barriers
between them. The interior design of the press office is based on a black and
white three-dimensional setting with colorful furnishings and finishes, made to
measure or designed for industrial production.
The place is organized in two zones: the reception area with a colorful custom
counter and ottomans, produced with the COMFY® Noodles of NMC; and the
separate meeting area with soft seating and tables from the Drum Collection by
Mac Stopa for Cappellini. The architect has inserted the three-dimensional wall
tiles Arstyl® WINGS designed for NMC, and for flooring Mac's modular carpet
with an organic design produced by Milliken, whose geometry is formed by three
transparent layers mixed to create unusual dimensional depth. The visual impact
of the entire arrangement is guaranteed.
Co-Producers
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MAC STOPA
Mac Stopa , founder of Massive Design, combines
architecture, interior design, industrial design,
art fashion and his love of graphics into one design
discipline. His corporate clients include: Google,
Samsung, AstraZeneca, BMW, Unilever, Pernod Ricard,
Mars, Bacardi-Martini, Credit Suisse, PwC, MasterCard
and EY. In the field of architecture, recent projects
include the Gazebo restaurant and Art Walk, an openair gallery. Both are part of the Warsaw Spire office
complex, for which Stopa has also designed elements
in the tower's lobby like the modular ceiling, the
Star Maker quartz panels for Laminam, the Drum
Collection of soft seating, tables and poufs for
Cappellini, the organic wall cladding system, and the
Breaking Form modular carpet for Mohawk Group.
Mac Stopa gets inspiration from mathematics and geometry. His passion for
organic geometry, modularity, sculpted forms and digital art has led him to create
modular objects for industrial production. Stopa has created products for Bolon,
DuPont™, Casali, Casamania, Italcementi, Mikomax, Milliken, Mosaico Digitale,
NMC, Nowy Styl, Profim, Samsung Chemical Europe and Tonon. Since 2013 Mac
Stopa’s designs have received over 40 international honors, including multiple
Red Dot Design Awards (among them, a Red Dot Design Award Best of the Best
2016), GOOD DESIGN™ Awards, Interior Design’s Best of Year Awards, Interior
Design HIP Awards, a Best of NeoCon Gold Award and an Iconic Award: Interior
Innovation. For Design Week 2016 in Milan, products designed by Stopa are
shown by Cappellini, Casali, Laminam, Milliken, Mosaico Digitale, NMC and Tonon.

Nmc

The Belgian company founded 60 years ago in Hauset is a worldwide leader in
the development, production and marketing of synthetic foams. Technology,
functional quality, design and environmental compatibility are the
characteristics of a range of products that includes innovative solutions of high
quality for a wide range of application sectors. NMC has 1200 employees in 21
facilities around the world. The corporate strategy focuses on consolidation of
local operations and collaboration with clients, innovation of products and
services and long-term partnerships.

Milliken

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

It is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of floor coverings for corporate,
public space, retail, hospitality and leisure environments. Headquartered in South
Carolina, USA, Milliken’s floor covering division now manufactures on four
continents. With a network of sales, design and customer service teams in over 50
countries, Milliken has supplied floor covering products to some of the world’s
most prestigious buildings. We make floor coverings that are as functional and
sustainable as they are inspiring and original. Milliken offers modular carpet
collections in multiple construction options, at a wide range of price points. Products
range from high performance loop to premium textured and bespoke.
Co-Producers
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Cortile d'Onore

4.

OUTDOOR LOUNGES

3.

2.

1.

1. TALENTI. Furnishing of CLEO collection, teak and alluminium,
and MILO collection, design by Marco Acerbis.
2. THONET. Seats from the new Thonet All Seasons collection in tubular steel:
cantilever seats S 33 and S 34 by Mart Stam, the side table B 9, the lounge
chair S 35 by Marcel Breuer and the cantilever seat S 533 by
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.
3. MOROSO. A composition of Supernatural, stackable polypropylene chairs,
designed by Ross Lovegrove
4. Carla Milesi. The Milan-based artist presents Cementine, seats in coloured
cement with an iron basis
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

Thanks to the partnerS OF Interni: Kartell, Koziol, Millefiori, Living Divani;
Berkel, Cantina San Michele, Dammann Frères, Domori, Ferrarelle, illy,
Piacere Modena, Panettone Day, Ruliano, Veuve Cliquot for food&beverage;
PiacereModena for the catering services.
Co-Producers
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• Università degli Studi
di Milano
• Audi City Lab
at Torre Velasca
• Orto Botanico di Brera
project
MARIO MILANA

11-23 APRIL

UnIveRsItà degLI stUdI dI MILAno Via Festa del Perdono 7
AUdI CIty LAb at toRRe veLAsCA piazza Velasca 5
oRto botAnICo dI bReRA via Fratelli Gabba 10/via Brera 28
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Università degli studi di Milano

produced by
East End Studios

11-23 APRIL

UnIveRsItà degLI stUdI dI MILAno Via Festa del Perdono 7
AUdI CIty LAb at toRRe veLAsCA piazza Velasca 5
oRto botAnICo dI bReRA via Fratelli Gabba 10/via Brera 28

Università degli studi di Milano

illustrative totems
OMINO

#openborders
#internimagazine

Mario Milana

With a degree in Industrial Design from IED in Milan in 2003, Mario Milana
(Milan, 1981) gained experience working in the studio of Denis Santachiara
in Milan. In 2005 he moved to New York, working with Karim Rashid.
In 2014 Milana founded his own studio, with offices in New York and Milan.
That same year, during the Salone del Mobile in Milan, he launched his first
collection of zero-km crafted seating. Milana’s design philosophy associates
functional quality and simplicity, crafts and technology.

EAST END STUDIOS

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

In a former industrial area in the eastern part of Milan, one of the most important
and sought-after Events Points for the world of communication, fashion, design
and entertainment. Located a few hundred meters from Linate Airport and
the Tangenziale Est expressway, East End Studios is a multifunctional space for
events of all kinds: corporate conventions, product launches, fashion shows, parties,
gala receptions, television programs, fair events and – for several years
now – advertising productions and photo shoots.
Co-Producers
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Università degli Studi di Milano
Founded in 1924, the Università degli Studi of Milan is one of the largest
universities in Italy, and one of the youngest, though based on a merger of
institutions with over two centuries of history. It is the University of Northern Italy
with the widest range of scientific-disciplinary sectors: 130 first and second level
programs, 31 doctoral courses and 63 schools of specialization. There are about
63,000 registered students. It is one of the leading Italian universities for scientific
productivity according to the rankings of Shanghai, Taiwan and Leiden, and the only
Italian university to be part of LERU (League of European Research Universities).

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

The venerable Ospedale dei Poveri (Paupers’ Hospital), known as Ca’ Granda, now
the headquarters of the State University, is one of the most important architectural
complexes in Milan, in historical and artistic terms. Commissioned by Francesco
Sforza as a health care facility for the poor, its construction began in the mid1400s, based on a design by the Tuscan architect Antonio Averlino, known as
Filarete (1400-1469).
The project, which Filarete descrbes in his Treatise on Architecture, called for the
construction of two quads separated by a large central courtyard, bordered by twostory porticoes on four sides. Two-story porticoes were also made in the four smaller
courtyards into which each quad was subdivided.
The project of the complex (43,000 m2 of space) was done in phases, relying on
bequests and donations, but above all on the popular contribution of a special
Jubilee known as the “Festa del Perdono” celebrated on 25 March of each oddnumbered year. The first phase of the construction, supervised by Filarete (the
ground floor) until his death in 1469, continued under the supervision of the Milanese
architect Guiniforte Solari (second floor) and then with Giovanni Antonio Amadeo.
The second phase of the work began in 1624.
The construction of the central courtyard based on Filarete’s design was completed
by Giovanni Battista Pessina, immediately joined by Francesco Maria Richini, Fabio
Mangone and Giovanni Battista Crespi. The Baroque facade and the church of
the Annunciata were then built. Richini repeated, on the facade along Via Festa del
Perdono, the double lancet windows, placing stone decorations made by Giovanni
Antonio Amadeo in the interiors, belonging to the wing of the portico demolished to
create the new large courtyard.
The third phase, covering the period from 1797 to 1804, included the construction of
the three courtyards inside the second quad and the completion of the vast facade
towards the left. In 1939 the health care functions were shifted to the pavilions of
the Policlinico and the Niguarda Hospital, and the Ca’ Granda became the location
of the Rectorate of the State University. The left wing (end of the 1700s) has a
neoclassical design. The facade (283 meters) is divided into three volumes that
lead to the two lateral quads and the court of honor placed in between. The central
courtyard is crowned by a quadriporticus topped by a loggia.
In the right wing the four small courtyards of the construction of Filarete have
been restored for some time. The first, completed by Solari in 1467 and originally
known as “della spezieria,” is a quadriporticus topped by a loggia supported by
elegant marble columns. Next comes a second courtyard, known as “dei Bagni delle
donne” (1473), and a third small court known as “della Giazzeria” (Ghiacciaia) (1468).
The last of the four small courtyards is called “della Legnaia”. The present condition is
the result of the extensive restoration work that began in 1953, based on a project
by the architects Piero Portaluppi and Liliana Grassi.
Co-Producers
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Encounters and DEBATES
Auletta di Rappresentanza del Senato Accademico
Wednesday 13 April - 6 pm
Umbria experience - Regione Umbria
Thursday 14 April - 6 pm
Ceramiche Cerdisa
La casa Do Ut Do e i valori dell’abitare
Architects, designers and artists supporters of Do Ut Do 2016 reflect with their works
on the values that define a community.
Speakers: Dario Fo (Nobel prize for Literature); Sandro Chia (artist); Michele De Lucchi
(architect); Gianfranco Maraniello (director Museo Mart di Rovereto); Nanda Vigo
(artist, architect and designer); Massimo Iosa Ghini (architect and designer)
Friday 15 Aprile - 11 am
Umbria experience: Scorched or blackened
Design, art and culture for the territorial branding of Umbria Region
Speakers: Fabio Paparelli (Regione Umbria); Gilda Bojardi (Interni);
Paolo Belardi, director ABA Perugia

Cortile della Farmacia

Voices from the Radura
Encounters supported by Easyhome Goho
Tuesday 12 April - from 5 pm alle 9 pm
Research & Biodiversity!
- Innova Fvg and Filiera Legno Fvg with Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia
Speakers: Mariagrazia Santoro (Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia); Michele Morgante
(Innova Fvg); Matteo Marsilio (Filiera Legno Fvg); Stefano Boeri (architect, senior partner Sba);
- The agrarian property of the Ospedale Maggiore di Milano.
With Marco Giachetti (Fondazione Sviluppo Ca’ Granda);
- Presentation of the book Un bosco verticale (ed Corraini) with the author Stefano Boeri
- The Milan Animal City projects realized by the students of the course of Urbanism
of the Politecnico di Milano in dialogue with Waiting Posthuman, a multidisciplinary
platform of philosophy, urbanism, arts and architecture.
- Projections by Waiting Posthuman
Wednesday 13 April - 6 pm
Design & Made in Italy! Furniture design and food design between Italy and China
Speakers: Stefano Boeri (architect, senior partner Sba); Wang Linpeng (Easyhome Goho);
Michele Brunello (architect, partner Sba)
Friday 15 April - 5 pm
Metaphysical infrastructure! Photography and social innovation
Presentation of Oigo, The Third Island and of Hacking Gomorra // productive cities
Speakers: Cristiano De Majo (writer, Rivista Studio), Gianluigi Ricuperati (writer, Domus
Academy), Paolo Cascone (architect, COdesignLab); Antonio Ottomanelli (photographer)
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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Entrance of Università degli Studi di Milano - Via Festa del Perdono, 7

Entrance Cortile d’Onore - Scalone d’onore Loggiato Ovest Section of Loggiato Ovest

Official radio
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AUDI CITY LAB at TORRE VELASCA
Innovative Perspectives
project LISSONI ASSOCIATI
produced by AUDI
Glow, Velasca, Glow!
project INGO MAURER with Axel Schmid and with CastagnaRavelli
produced by AUDI
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AUDI CITY LAB at TORRE VELASCA
The future runs faster than any definitions. It eludes classification, in pursuit of dynamic
scenarios. It is fluid and visionary, like the four thematic paths of Audi City Lab, the
innovative Audi event inside Torre Velasca. In an extraordinary space designed by
Studio BBPR in the 1950s, now reinvented by Piero Lissoni, for different evenings host
the most untaggable personalities, perspectives and disciplines of our time.
audicitylab.audi.it

UNTAGGABLE FUTURE
Four thematic itineraries

Introduced by:
Fabrizio Longo (brand director Audi Italia) and Gilda Bojardi (INTERNI editor-in-chief)
Tuesday 12 April 7 pm
UNTAGGABLE PEOPLE
Moderator Massimo Russo (giornalista)
Speakers: Giovanni Perosino (head of marketing communication AUDI AG),
Francesco Morace (sociologist), Marcelo Burlon (fashion designer),
Ciro Priello/The Jackal (actor), Carlo Freccero (member of RAI Board of Directors)
Wednesday 13 April 7 pm
UNTAGGABLE CITIES
Moderator Massimo Russo (journalist)
Speakers: Paola Antonelli (curatore), Stefano Boeri (architect),
Piero Lissoni (architect), Francesco Ragazzi (photographer)
Thursday 14 April 7 pm
UNTAGGABLE ENERGY
Moderator Carlo Antonelli (journalist)
Speakers: Franca Sozzani (Vogue Italia editor-in-chief), Eleonora Abbagnato (étoile),
Alessio Bertallot (DJ), Joseph Grima (curator), Piergiorgio Odifreddi (scientist)
Friday 15 April 7 pm
UNTAGGABLE LIGHTS
ModeratorCarlo Antonelli (journalist)
Speakers: Daniel Libeskind (architect), Marco Balich (producer),
Ingo Maurer (light designer), Francesco Bonami (art critic)
by invitation
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Torre Velasca
installations
Innovative Perspectives
project
Lissoni Associati
produced by
AUDI

Matter, air, space, light. Dynamic, harmonious, floating, glowing forms. Figures
that illustrate technological development reflected in the aesthetic dimension.
For FuoriSalone 2016 and Interni Open Borders, the architect Piero Lissoni
interprets the Audi logo in installations located in emblematic places of the city
of Milan: the area in front of Torre Velasca and Via Monte Napoleone.
The four rings, symbol of the Audi identity, become metal creatures growing on a
natural surface that emit and receive light. They evoke the lightness and strength
of the mysterious, futuristic objects of the artist Fausto Melotti.
Expressions of this apparent paradox, the sculptures – conceived to suggest
research that leads to the essence of things, making them light and luminous
– actually convey an idea of perfect balance. Micro-architectures that seen from
above indicate the presence of Audi in the geography of the city.
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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LISSONI ASSOCIATI
Architect, designer and art director, after graduating
from Politecnico di Milano, PIERO LISSONI (1956)
established in 1986 with Nicoletta Canesi the Lissoni
Associati studio, a multi-disciplinary firm based
in Milan that develops architectural, interior and
industrial design projects. Graph.x, the graphic design
firm, was established ten years later. In 2013, Lissoni
Architettura was set up. In 2015 Lissoni Inc was
established, based in New York, that deals directly with
the American market.
The firm, which employs around 60 people, develops
architecture and interior, design and graphics
projects. Lissoni is art director of Alpi, Boffi, De
Padova, Living Divani, Lualdi and Porro, for which he
Ph. Simona Pesarini
designs various products. Lissoni Associati has recently
completed the new showrooms for De Padova and Fantini in Milan, Kerakoll
Design Lab in Sassuolo and Lema in London. They come after the showrooms
for Boffi, Cassina, Living Divani, Porro and Tecno, and the new Oste e Cuoco
restaurant, in Milan, for celebrity chef Filippo La Mantia (2015).
His architectural projects include the Grand Hotel Billia in Saint Vincent, Aosta
(2013); the Conservatorium Hotel in Amsterdam (2011-2012); the Studio M Hotel
in Singapore (2010); the Hotel Bellariva on Garda Lake (2010); the presidential
suites of Pierre Hotel in New York (2010) and of Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in Mumbai
(2010). Among his current projects, The Oberoi Al Zorah Resort in Ajman (Arab
Emirates); the renovation of historic David Citadel Hotel in Jerusalem; the interior
architecture of hotels and residences for the Swire Hotels group in Shanghai; the
development of the new Shilla Stay Hotels business hotel brand for the Samsung
group; condos and villas for The Ritz-Carlton Residences in Miami Beach; the new
Roomers Hotel Baden Baden in Germany.
Piero Lissoni has received many honors and was appointed Honorary Member of
the Altagamma International Council in Rome (2015).
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Torre Velasca
installation
Glow, Velasca, Glow!
project
INGO MAURER
and Axel Schmid
with
CastagnaRavelli
produced by
AUDI

Ingo Maurer meets the challenge of lighting one of the world’s most original
skyscrapers, Torre Velasca in Milan. The designer ‘paints’ the building with light:
the lower part and the top of the tower take on a bright red hue, like embers,
indicating this extraordinary work of architecture as a temporary hotspot, the
location of the Audi City Lab.
The central part will remain dark, but certain windows will light up at random.
Four white rings move on the lower part of the building, forming the logo of the
automaker for a few seconds, from time to time.
Ingo Maurer prefers not to explain his choice of colors, allowing visitors to make
their own interpretation.
The technical implementation of the lighting project for Torre Velasca has been
done by CastagnaRavelli.
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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INGO MAURER
and Axel Schmid
Born in 1932, since 1966 he has designed lamps and
lighting systems, which his company Ingo Maurer
GmbH produces and distributes all over the world.
His most famous industrially produced works
include Bulb (1966), the YaYaHo low-tension system
(1984) and Lucellino (1992), the light bulb with wings.
The lighting of the “Westfriedhof” subway station
in Munich (1998), the LED-lit atrium of Maison
Lafayette in Paris (2004), and the UNICEF Crystal
Snowflake for New York (2005) are just a few of
the projects in a long list of commissioned works and
marvelous unique objects made for private clients and
public buildings. Maurer has received many prizes,
Ph. Artcurial
including the Design Award of the Federal Republic
of Germany, and the Compasso d‘Oro in 2011.
AXEL SCHMID
Born in 1932, since 1966 he has designed lamps and lighting systems, which his
company Ingo Maurer GmbH produces and distributes all over the world. His
most famous industrially produced works include Bulb (1966), the YaYaHo lowtension system (1984) and Lucellino (1992), the light bulb with wings. The lighting
of the “Westfriedhof” subway station in Munich (1998), the LED-lit atrium of
Maison Lafayette in Paris (2004), and the UNICEF Crystal Snowflake for New
York (2005) are just a few of the projects in a long list of commissioned works and
marvelous unique objects made for private clients and public buildings. Maurer
has received many prizes, including the Design Award of the Federal Republic of
Germany, and the Compasso d‘Oro in 2011.
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Unipol Gruppo Finanziario S.p.A
Unipol is one of the leading insurance groups in Europe total premiums of about
16.5 billion euros, of which 7.9 billion for liability and 8.6 billion for life insurance
(2015). Unipol applies an integrated strategy of product range, covering the
entire spectrum of insurance and financial services, operating mostly through
the controlled affiliate UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A., founded at the start of
2014, the leader in Italy for liability insurance, especially for motor vehicles.
The group is also active in the field of direct auto insurance (Linear Assicurazioni),
health care (UniSalute) and supplementary retirement plans, and in the field of
banking insurance (Gruppo Arca Vita and Gruppo Popolare Vita).
Through the Unipol Banca network, the group manages diversified activities in the
real estate, hospitality (Atahotels) and agriculture (Tenute del Cerro) sectors.
Unipol Gruppo Finanziario S.p.A. is listed on the Italian stock exchange.
Velasca Progetto Design – Idee sotto la Torre
Velasca Progetto Design – Ideas Under the Tower is the contest organized by
UnipolSai as part of the Urban Up project, with the collaboration of Studio Lissoni.
The competition is aimed at encouraging the creativity of young designers, in line
with what Torre Velasca represents, as a symbol of innovation for over 50 years.
Young talents from the best design schools in Milan have been invited to take
part. The evaluation of their projects will focus on the ability to define and foresee
innovative and contemporary usage scenarios, in continuity and/or rupture with
the historic tradition of Italian design.
UnipolSai will make a prototype on a scale of 1:1 of the projects presented by
each school, and during the prize ceremony the works will be on display at Torre
Velasca, on 30 June 2016.
Urban Up
To improve the quality of the real estate holdings of Gruppo Unipol and to
make better use of some of the most important works of architecture in Italy,
the Urban Up project has been launched in the city of Milan with the renovation
of certain symbols of the Lombardy capital in terms of historical stature and
location – including Torre Velasca, the inimitable architectural landmark on
the Milan skyline, but also Torre Galfa, Romana 19, De Castillia 23, Ca’ Litta. The
program will be extended to other Italian cities.
Urban Up is a project that combines innovation and tradition with the objective
of enhancing the beauty and importance of true icons on the Italian urban
scene.
Through works of modernization and renovation, skyscrapers, palaces, historic
buildings will again play a leading role in the urban fabric.
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Torre Velasca: the living room of the representation apartment on the top floor,
renovated and designed by Lissoni Associati.
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Orto Botanico di Brera - Università degli Studi di Milano
MyEquilibria, The Wellness Park
project Vito di Bari
produced by Metalco Active
Outdoor Decor
Ethimo
Village Collection ed Elle deck chair
design Ethimo design studio
Swing Collection
design patrick norguet
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Orto Botanico di Brera
MyEquilibria,
The Wellness Park
with Metalco Active
design Vito di Bari
Outdoor decor Ethimo
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Orto Botanico
project
Vito di Bari
installation
MyEquilibria,
The Wellness Park
produced by
Metalco Active

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

MyEquilibria is a project to encourage urban fitness, where design and high
technology combine to create an innovative outdoor gym. It is the result
of the work of a team coordinated by the designer and futurologist Vito Di Bari,
and is designed for public parks, metropolitan areas and beaches, resorts, private
villas, corporate and university campuses. The central tree in the installation,
the Leopard Tree, is the heart of MyEquilibria: 7 meters high, it can have up to
9 satellite islands, for simultaneous training use by up to 30 persons.
The tree is the iconic central features that permits training with the use
of the app MyEquilibria. To make it, Gruppo Metalco has applied innovative metal
and cement-base materials. Gian Luca Innocenzi, with 20 years of experience in
the fitness sector, CEO of Metalco Active, the company that has produced
MyEquilibria, was inspired by studies on trends and the evolution of the sector,
which point to outdoor sporting activities and a type of training that puts the
body and its movement at the crux of exercises, exploiting the body’s weight.
The philosophy of MyEquilibria is summed up in the name: ‘My’ is the personal
perception of physique, while ‘Equilibria’ is the pursuit of balance between body,
mind and spirit.
Co-Producers
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VITO DI BARI
Described by the Financial Times as “the Guru of
design and innovation”, Vito Di Bari (Bari, 1954) is an
innovation designer and a trend expert, specialized
in developing creative solutions and visions based on
futuristic technologies and materials. Now he lives in
Miami Beach (USA) where he opened the studio DiBari
& Associates working with important companies and
firms from all over the world. He taught Design and
Innovation Management at the Polytechnic University
of Milan, he was IMI Executive Director at the UNESCO
Headquarters in Paris, he offered his consulting services
as Innovation Designer when Italy proposed as a
candidate for Expo 2015, he wrote 11 books and worked
with magazines and papers such as Wired, Harvard
Business Review, Panorama and Il Sole 24 Ore.

METALCO ACTIVE

Metalco Active is an Italian company that produces and sells product concepts
for physical activity in the open air. Its main feature is the integration of different
cultures and professional experiences: design, research, engineering, technological
innovation, digital activities and the control over the whole production chain,
up to selling.
Its vision is that of using art and design to spur people to do physical exercise, an
integrated concept that includes practicing sport activities, enjoying art and setting
instinct free.
For the development of its industrial activities, it can count on a partner that
is an excellence in Italy for street furniture, the Metalco Group, that is highly
skilled in the outdoor industry, a leading company worldwide for its important
landscape projects. Other partners it can count on are Il Cantiere, a technological
lab specialized in the development of cement products, and Wellment, a company
belonging to the Group based in the United States specialized in training protocols
that cooperates with top trainers worldwide to create multimedia content that can
be used to support physical activity.
Setup project and accessories: Raffaele Lazzari, Alfredo and Massimo Tasca
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Orto Botanico di Brera

3.

OUTDOOR DECOR
Ethimo
1.

2.

4.

5.

1. 2. Village Collection, Sofa, Coffee Table,
and 3. Elle Deck Chair, design Ethimo Design Studio
4. 5. Furnishing from the Swing Collection, Sofa XL, Two seater sofa,
Small coffee table, design Patrick Norguet
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ETHIMO
Furnishings for outdoors based on experience, to enhance relative architecture and
harmony and illuminate extraordinary moods for total wellbeing. All this is Ethimo,
a company that turns the material and colour of the must-have elements of
project, design and creativity into a true mode de vivre.
The refined lines of Ethimo lounges, chairs, armchairs, tables, sun loungers,
rugs, lamps and accessories renew and enrich the collection season after season,
enriching outdoor environments of all types with optimum interpretation of their
characteristics. Green areas, gardens, terraces, pool sides and outdoor settings
all find their raison d’être in Ethimo furnishings, thanks to solutions that recall
different traditions and places, homaging a pursuit of beauty in shapes and
comfort.
The Ethimo experience is not merely style consistency and attention to details: it
is an ability to dialogue with the architecture of open spaces and to interpret
changing market needs. It is also attention to the environment and a great
knowledge of materials and production techniques, all factors that make this
company one of the most complete and prestigious on the international
panorama of outdoor furnishings.
“Ambassador” for the most authentic Italian Design, Ethimo is a young, dynamic,
flexible company with great past experience. It was founded in 2009, the outcome
of a love for gardens by sensitive people who for over thirty years had interpreted
and revolutionised the outdoor and gardening sectors.
The quality of the furniture is guaranteed by production Made in Italy and
constant commitment to technological research, both aspects that aim to create
unique elements, able to give maximum comfort and truly enjoyable open-air
relaxation.
To date, Ethimo can boast collaboration with Italian and international designers
such as Patrick Norguet, who created Knit, the elegant collection of chairs with
teak structure and woven rope seat and dining tables, already icon products in
the outdoor furniture world.
For 2016, assiduous collaboration with Norguet brings new furnishing accessories
and additions to the range, revealing this designer’s balanced sense of aesthetics
and unmistakable ‘Mediterranean feel’ that makes the company’s style stand out.
Swing is yet another important stage in this collaboration, and above all it is
the formal yet warm interpretation of the lounge function of the line’s various
elements, ensuring an even more diversified, complete range for Ethimo.
Other important partnerships, already underway with Italian and international
designers, will lead to unique innovative products for the outdoor sector as early as
2016. A collection by Luca Nichetto will be the main player at the 2016
International Furniture Show in Milan.
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The Botanical Gardens of the state university of Milan
Run by the State University of Milan, the Botanical Garden of Brera bears witness
to the work of protection and enhancement of historical, scientific and cultural
heritage conducted by the University at Palazzo Brera. Today the Garden is
utilized for educational and scientific activities, guided tours and many events open
to the public.
A historic garden and a splendid open-air museum, founded in 1774 under the
aegis of the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria. The Botanical Garden, located in
the center of Milan inside the famous Brera complex that contains the Pinacoteca,
the Biblioteca Braidense, the Fine Arts Academy, the Astronomical Observatory,
occupies an area of about 5000 m2: a splendid green oasis featuring many
different kinds of trees, as well as architectural elements like the 18th-century
elliptical pools, a small observatory which contained a Meridian Circle (1870),
and the plots with their original bricks, now restored.
The garden began as a Hortus Oeconomicus similar to that of the Collegium
Theresianum in Vienna. Due to its purpose of promotion of agriculture, the arts
and the comforts of life, no exotic plants were included. The head of the Garden
would teach Botany to the chemists and doctors of the Brera School. The Garden
would also supply medicinal plants for the Brera Spezieria.
The project was assigned to Padre Fulgenzio Witman who had already designed a
large Botanical Garden for the University of Pavia.
The garden was divided into three main areas: an area with plots for all kinds
of plants, in keeping with the classification of Linnaeus; an arboretum; and an
area for greenhouses. The design of the latter was undoubtedly discussed with
Piermarini, though it was implemented by Witman.
In 1798 Witman compiled an inventory of the plants, listing besides “those in
the ground that served for medicinal and culinary purposes” also those in a
greenhouse, with 950 pots containing exotic species.
While in the Austrian period the aims were essentially educational, with the arrival
of the French new ornamental plants were added, making the garden a gathering
place for the people of the city.
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When the Austrians returned, in 1814, years of gradual abandonment continued
until the creation of a unified Italy. First assigned to the Polytechnic, the Garden
was later entrusted to the Regia Scuola Superiore di Agricoltura and then, in
1935, to the Istituto Superiore di Agricoltura, after which it passed to the State
University of Milan, of which it is still a part.
After the conservative restoration in 1999-2001, the Garden has been permanently
returned to its public role, with the institution of the Museo Astronomico-Orto
Botanico di Brera in 2005, as part of the overall improvement of the historicalscientific heritage of Palazzo Brera.
Since 2010 the botanical collections of the Garden have been in a phase of
reorganization, with a special focus on plants native to the Lombardy region, as well
as rare and medicinal species.
Alongside its original educational function, the Garden now also has a role in
the protection of biodiversity and the raising of public awareness of endangered
plant species. Many initiatives are organized for school groups and the public, and
particular care has gone into making the facility accessible to the disabled.
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THE RenovaTIon ProGram
Starting in 2013, with an eye on Expo Milano 2015, the Università degli Studi
di Milano, with the fundamental support of INTERNI and other partners
(Rotary Club Milano, Amici di Brera) has launched a series of projects regarding
various aspects of the Brera Botanical Garden (part of the Università degli Studi
di Milano):
1. Creation of paths for the sight-impaired (organized by the Botanical Garden
with Rotary Club Milano), operative since 11 June 2013.
2. New entrance from Via Fratelli Gabba (organized by Amici di Brera, project by
the architect Ruggero Moncada), completed in collaboration with INTERNI and
opened on 16 September 2013.
3. Restoration of the education space inside the Botanical Garden (organized
by INTERNI). Project by Luca Scacchetti. Completed at the end of October 2013
with the contribution of companies and institutions.
4. The creation of the permanent lighting system, organized by INTERNI,
designed by Piero Castiglioni. Producted by iGuzzini and inaugurated during
the FuoriSalone, April 2015.
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XX1T - XXI Esposizione Internazionale Della Triennale Di Milano
‘21St Century. Design After Design’
2 April - 12 September 2016
For over 80 years the Milan Triennale has been a driving force in an intense
international dialogue between society, art and business. The history of this
event begins in Monza, where in 1923 the first “Esposizione Internazionale delle
Arti Decorative” was organized. From the outset, the event focused on a unified
conception of all forms of art and creative expression, closely connected to
social evolution and economic growth.
In 1933 the exhibition in Monza became triennial and moved to Milan, in the new
Palazzo dell’Arte by the rationalist architect Giovanni Muzio.
Starting in the 1960s, the Triennale approached issues connected with economic
development and social transformations, producing exhibitions on the themes of
House and School (1960), Free Time (1964), The cities of the world and the future
of the metropolis (1988), Identity and Difference (1996).
Today, twenty years after the last edition, the major exhibition is back thanks to
the support of BIE, Bureau International des Expositions, the Italian government,
the City of Milan, the Lombardy Region, the Chamber of Commerce of Milan and
the Chamber of Commerce of Monza and Brianza. From 2 April to 12 September
2016 the XXI Milan Triennale will be titled ‘21st Century. Design After Design.’
It is organized as a program of exhibitions, events, festivals and conferences in
many different places around the city:
Palazzo dell’Arte (headquarters of the Triennale);
Fabbrica del Vapore;
Pirelli Hangar Bicocca;
the Campuses of the Polytechnic;
the IULM Campus;
MUDEC;
the Leonardo da Vinci Museum of Science and Technology;
BASE Milano;
Palazzo della Permanente;
the Expo Area;
Museo Diocesano;
Università degli Studi di Milano (with the exhibition Casetta del Viandante,
part of the event INTERNI OPEN BORDERS);
Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera;
Spazio Oberdan;
Triennale ExpoGate;
Villa Reale di Monza, the original site of the exhibition.

Official radio
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21st Century. Design After Design does not set out to supply visions of the future,
but attempts to decode the new millennium and to identify the changes in
progress in our idea of design itself. 21st Century. Design After Design touches on
key issues like the interaction between design culture and the anthropological
themes neglected by classical modernity; the question of gender in design; the
impact of globalization; the transformations caused by the crisis of 2008 and
the arrival of the 21st century; the relationship between the city and design;
the relations between design and new information technologies; the relations
between design and crafts.
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The program of the 21st Milan Triennale 21st Century. Design After Design
includes 11 exhibitions curated by the committee of experts of XX1T:
- Neo-Prehistory - 100 Verbs, curated by Andrea Branzi, Kenya Hara, Palazzo
dell’Arte/Triennale;
- TDM 9. W - Women in Italian Design, curated by Silvana Annicchiarico, Palazzo
dell’Arte/Triennale;
- Architecture as Art, curated by Pierluigi Nicolin, Pirelli HangarBicocca;
- Sempering, curated by Luisa Collina, Cino Zucchi, MUDEC;
- New Craft, curated by Stefano Micelli, Fabbrica del Vapore;
- The Multiethnic Metropolis, curated by Andrea Branzi, Palazzo dell’Arte/
Triennale;
- City After the City, directed by Pierluigi Nicolin – with the exhibitions Landscape
Urbanism curated by Gaia Piccarolo, Urban Orchard curated by Maite Garcia
Sanchis, Expanded Housing curated by Matteo Vercelloni, People in Motion
curated by Michele Nastasi, Street Art curated by Nina Bassoli - Expo Area of Rho
Pero.
The official program also includes 10 exhibitions produced in collaboration:
- The Home of the Wayfarer, installation by Marco Ferreri with Michele De Lucchi,
Denis Santachiara and Stefano Giovannoni, in the context of INTERNI OPEN
BORDERS, Università Statale di Milano;
- The Logic of Approximation in Art and Life, curated by Aldo Colonetti and Gillo
Dorfles, in collaboration with La Permanente, Museo della Permanente;
- Brilliant! The Futures of Contemporary Jewellery, curated by Alba Cappellieri, in
collaboration with ICE, Palazzo dell’Arte/Triennale;
- STANZE. Other Philosophies of Habitation, curated by Beppe Finessi, in
collaboration with Salone del Mobile di Milano, Palazzo dell’Arte/Triennale;
- Studying the already transpired future. An explorative project on Man,
Environment and Culture, in collaboration with the Leonardo da Vinci Museum of
Science and Technology;
- Design Behind Design, curated by Natale Benazzi, Carlo Capponi, Laura
Lazzaroni, Marco Romanelli, Andrea Sarto, in collaboration with Museo Diocesano,
Museo Diocesano;
- Road to R(e)volution. Future Perspectives. The Poetics of Tomorrow in Car
Design and Mobility, in collaboration with Quattroruote, Villa Reale di Monza;
- Game/Video Art. A Survey, curated by Matteo Bittanti and Vincenzo Trione,
IULM.
- Campus & Controcampus. Architecture for study and research, curated by
School of Architecture Urbanism and Construction Engineering in collaboration
with the Milan Polytechnic, Milan Polytechnic;
- Archidiversity. 9 Architects create design for all, curated by Giulio Ceppi,
Rodrigo Rodriquez with Matteo Artusi, in collaboration with Fondazione Riccardo
Catella, Design for All Italia, City of Milan, Triennale Expo Gate.
Over 30 countries will also participation with exhibitions (Algeria, Canada, China,
Korea, France, Germany, Japan, Great Britain, Kazakhstan, India, Iran, Mexico,
Poland, Portugal, Russia, Singapore, etc.).
Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)

For more info: www.21triennale.org/it/
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R101, the official radio of INTERNI OPEN BORDERS
R101 is a national radio station aimed at a primarily adult target, with a format
that focuses mostly on music. The distinctive factor of its positioning is an
authoritative approach to music based on the absolute quality of the songs,
the result of careful selection to create an international and metropolitan
atmosphere. The station stands out for its easy, positive and cheerful tone of
voice, which sets out to engage listeners, for moments of relaxation and fun.
Besides music, which has a dominant role, the programming of R101 is enhanced
by the presence of professional radio personalities with an entertaining,
communicative approach.
In particular, the schedule features the morning show “La Banda di R101”, the
station’s flagship program, hosted every morning by Cristiano Militello, Paolo Dini
and Lester.
R101 is not just a radio station, but also a true system that puts music at the center
and develops on television (channel 167 digital terrestrial), on digital platforms
(websites and apps for smartphones and tablets), social networks and in the
territory.
Always connected with musical events of international importance, the station is
a partner for the tours of some of the world’s leading stars like Adele, Beyoncé,
Madonna, Santana and many others.

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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R101 the studio of live radio show

Official radio

Via Mondadori 1,
20090 Segrate (MI)
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